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H

appy holidays. Never so long awaited,
never so dreamed of, a distant mirage.
Well, let’s go! Take off the plug. We are
getting ready to start over again in
September, with new energy, with more power.
Because then things will go better. Somewhere
in the world, it is becoming clear that the scenario is changing, and it’s exactly in those countries that technology producers all around the
world, Italy above all, are concentrating their efforts. Competition is getting stronger, if possible, and also unsuspected and unexpected
protagonists are getting ready to cut prices...
But a different wind will blow, at last! Once
again we have moved the stick, the goal to
reach with clenched teeth. For a long time we
have been talking about recovery, without having the pleasure to meet it. We are going on
holiday with confidence, hoping that it’s really going to be like that and that we will have
to come back well rested, because we will
have to work hard to seize early opportunities
and to consolidate those that have emerged
in the past few months.
Around the world, as we said, something is

changing and the discomforting balances of
last year are partially mitigated by streaks of optimism in the first quarter of this year. Still ups
and downs, but quite a few swear they are tending to nice weather, not to say sunshine.
Meanwhile, we offer you this issue of Italianwoodtech to help you make the point of the situation. On page 24 and page 36 we go back to
Xylexpo, then there are reports on events and
news here and there in Milan. On page 32, figures and forecasts from FederlegnoArredo, on
page 54 from Federmacchine. And then, waiting for exhibitions in the second half of the year,
a review of hardware you will find from page 43.
In between, as usual, a collection of news, articles, case histories, in-depth analysis, with special attention – that’s our mission – to Italian
technology!
By the way, thinking about the second half of the
year, we revived our habit to dedicate some
space to Russia.
That’s all, we think, so enjoy your holidays and
your reading! ■

ACIMALL
The new Acimall board of directors for 2010-2013

news

The Acimall general assembly, which took place in Assago on June 25th of
this year, unanimously confirmed the third mandate of Ambrogio Delachi
(Delmac spa of Thiene, Vicenza) as president of Acimall, the Italian Manufacturer’s Association organisation that represents the Italian manufacturers
of technologies for woodworking and derivatives.
The president will be flanked by eight counsellors: vice presidents Franco
Paviotti of Metal World in Pavia di Udine and Ivano Coral of Coral in Leinì
(Turin), treasurer Roberto de Joannon of Incomac in Montebelluna (Treviso), Giancarlo Anselmi (Bruno Balducci of Sesto San Giovanni, Milan), Stefano Dal Lago (Cms of Zogno, Bergamo), Giampiero Mauri (Mauri Macchine
of Cermenate, Como), Lorenzo Primultini (Primultini of Marano Vicentino, Vicenza) and Christian Salvador of Solidea in San
Vendemiano (Treviso).
A board – of which Luciano Costa (Scm Group
of Rimini) shall also take part in the role past president – that has been highly reinvigorated (for five
counsellors, this is their first management experience within the association), but that maintains
some elements of continuity, which are fundamental for a complex situation like that which the
Ambrogio Delachi.
world economy is experiencing.
“This third mandate is a sign of the members’ trust,
not only in myself as a person, but in the work that has been accomplished
by the directives which I presided over during the last six years”, commented
Delachi at the end of the assembly. “Amongst enormous economic turbulence, Acimall represents an industrial sector of the utmost importance for
“made in Italy” and I’m sure that our experience, combined with the vision
and the breath of fresh air that the newly appointed counsellors will undoubtedly
bring, will allow us to look towards the commitments that lie ahead with confidence.”
“And there is no doubt…”, continued Delachi, “… that our priority will be to
work, as we already have been for weeks, so that our entire sector can express itself as one, in light of a unity of purpose necessary to breathe life into
“made in Italy” and to not get crushed in an increasingly tight global competition”. ■

FLOORS
Skema at the natural history museum in Venice
The natural history museum in Venice,
hosted inside the Fondaco dei Turchi
building, has been re-opened to the public with a new and innovative interactive
sensorial installation. Tra i protagonisti del
nuovo concept architettonico anche il
pavimento in laminato della linea “Open

art” di Skema. With the sophisticated
and versatile technology developed by
the Veneto-based company, the floor laid
in the hall dedicated to Giovanni Miani
was customized with an accurate reproduction of an ancient map drawn by
the explorer. www.skema.eu.■

TRAINING
Catas in Cameroon

PUBLICATIONS
Assolegno looks at Made expo 2011

Catas, the research and development
institute and laboratory for testing furniture and wood-based products based
in Giovanni al Natisone (Udine), is realizing a new project to requalify in
Cameroon the wood industry, one of
the most important sector that supports
the economy in the African Country.

Waiting for the next edition of Made
expo, the international event dedicated to the world of planning and building scheduled from 5 to 8 October
2011, Assolegno – the association of
FederlegnoArredo that groups the
companies of first working and wooden buildings – is starting a new project
dedicated to wooden construction and
financed by Made expo. It is a series

of technical publications directed to the
professional operators and it will be
about design, durability and maintenance of wooden structure and buildings. The first publication will be about
durability and maintenance of coverings
and wooden structure, while the second
one will be constituted by a series of
books about the design of wooden
buildings. ■

PUBLICATIONS
Vdma publishes a new catalog

The institute in San Giovanni al Natisone
was contacted directly by the African
Republic institutions to realize a professional training school and a laboratory for testing furniture and woodbased products. Thanks of this project
it will be possible to spread a bigger
culture to defend the forest resources
and to support a sustainable management. ■

For thirty years, the catalog of “made
in Germany” woodworking machines
and tools published by Vdma (the
German association of machinery manufacturers) has
been a useful
tool for the entire industry.
Available in
print, cd and
now also online,

the catalog is published in 10 languages (the Italian release can be
found on www.machines-for-wood.com).
To respond to customer demands, this
year Vdma has decided to give a priority to the online version, which is easier to update and provides quicker reference. The printed version “Image
Broschüre” – including an industry
overview with figures, statistics and
news in German and English – can be
requested for free by sending an e-mail
to renatadan@tin.it. ■

COMPANIES
Reorganization Bosch Rexroth COMPANIES
New Pollmeier website is now online
There will be a corporate reorganization
for Bosch Rexroth, important German
company (with Italian branch in Cernusco sul Naviglio, Milano) specialists in
the field of drive and control technologies.
The current president Albert Hieronimus
is now a few months from retirement and
the supervisory council appointed Karl
Tragl (47 years old) as his successor.
Tragl will carry out the corporate reorganization started during Hieronimus’
presidency. The reorganization will concern in a subdivision of the company in
three business unit: mobile applications, industrial applications e renewable
energies. www.boschrexroth.it ■

New Pollmeier website is now online.
As of now, the new internet presence
of the Pollmeier group of hardwood
sawmills is online and can be accessed under www.pollmeier.com.
“Our new website includes detailed information about our
grades of beechwood sawn timber, but also about our new product, German Black Alder. Additionally, you will find solid wood
flooring, edge-glued panels and
pallet wood. The objective of redesigning our internet presence
was a more clearly arranged pres-

entation of our products. Online help like
the new “required quality filter” facilitates finding the right grade of sawn
timber”, explained managing director
Ralf Pollmeier. ■
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NEWS

BUILDINGS
Mattarei Group realizes the Grand-Saint Bernard door

PACKAGING
The increasing of the prices

Mattarei Group – an Italian company
based in Montorio (Verona) specializing in the production of buildings and
roofs in timber frame – realized the first
touristic information point of the Grand
Combin mountain community. The
work, called “Porta del Grand-SaintBérnard”, has the purpose to boots the
development of the tourism sector
through the knowledge of the tradition

The increasing of the wood prices – that
will be about 20 percent at the end of the
first quarter of 2010 – hit in a significant
way the packing industry. For this reason
Assoimballaggi, the National association of packing industry companies,
expresses its concern about the difficult
situation of the industry. The producers
of pallet and wooden packing are facing a difficult period because of the sudden increasing of the prices (between 25
and 35 euros for cube meters) that
caused a progressive reduction of the requests of packing products. The factors
that caused this situation are principally due to a new increasing of the prices
of logs, to a poor availability of sawn
wood for packaging and pallet, and to
the general crisis of the industries. It must
add also the effects of the economic crisis with all its consequences. ■

and the culture of Valle D’Aosta. The
building, realized using the modernest
constructing technics and using ecocompatible materials, has been design
by the architect Michele Saulle. Stefano
Mattarei, president of the group, explained: “The Grand-Saint Bérnard door
is an example of how our company can
realized eco-compatible buildings in
harmony with the nature”. ■

BUILDINGS
The new ‘Rubner House’ in L’Aquila
Rubner Haus – important group based
in Alto Adige specializing in the construction of ecological wooden houses
– has recently opened a new show
room in L’Aquila to give all those concerned consultancies and information
about the wooden houses’ advantages if compared with the traditional
construction.
‘Rubner House’ confirmed the constant

commitment demonstrated by the company during a year of rebuilding in
Abruzzo. Thanks to the speed of the reconstruction, in a short time Rubner
handed in 70 turnkey residential buildings type “Blockhaus” commissioned by
private clients and two primary schools
for an area of 308 square meters and
able to hold 200 children.
www.haus.rubner.com. ■

ENVIROMENT
Dieffebi helps the enviroment
Dieffebi, important company specializing in metal furniture industry for
house and office, installed a new photovoltaic plant on the roof of its factory in San Vendemiano (Treviso). An area
of over 700 square meters for a total of
441 modules installed will allow the
company to produce about 120 thousand kWh, respecting the environ-

ment. In fact the plant will contribute to
reduce the utilization of natural resources and will help to reduce the
emission of gas responsible of greenhouse. Specifically this photovoltaic
plant will allow to reduce the Co2 and
NOx admissions of respective about 80
and 176 tons per year. ■
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COMPETITIONS
“Planit®” by Pircher Oberland
“Planit®”, the modular prefabricated
proposed by the Alto Adige-based
company Pircher Oberland, won one of
the most important and famous international design competition: the Red Dot
Design Award. 1600 companies coming from 57 Countries took part at the
competition with a total of 4.250 projects.
“The Red Dot Design Award – said
Christian Pircher, the official director of
the company – gives to “Planit®” project
another prestige recognition and for
Pircher is certainly reason of pride”. ■

www.xylon.it

APPOINTMENTS
Jorge Vela appointed new president of Forinvest

Based in Osoppo, Fantoni Group (www.fantoni.it) took part at
Fuorisalone events during the Milan design
week with a double proposal concerning aesthetic innovation and acoustic protection
for internal spaces. In via Savona 11, in
the heart of Tortana zone, it was opened
the platform “Surfacin’ Window”, prepared with “Topakustik” panels, an innovative system of sound absorbent
strips designed for the highest levels of
aesthetics and sound quality. The initiative will be available for the visitors for
all the year, throughout meeting on materials and innovative applications. ■

Feria Valencia’s executive committee
has appointed the director general of
the Valencia Finance
institute (Ivf), Jorge
Vela, as the new president of the Forinvest
fair. Vela replaces Enrique Pérez Boada,
who created Forinvest
and has been the fair’s
president for the last
three years.
This fourth International Forum-exhibition for financial products and services, investments, insurance and technological solutions for the sector takes place

Janna/Pn
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at Feria Valencia next year, in 2011 and
the Forinvest committee is already getting preparations under way.
The event’s recently
appointed president,
Jorge Vela, has said
that he is excited
about the fresh challenge he is embracing
this year and commented that “Forinvest
is, if anything, even
more relevant this year
than it ever has been
given the significance
and topicality of financial issues right now
both in Spain and internationally”. ■

NEWS

APPOINTMENTS
Assopannelli: Paolo Fantoni

EVENTS
Assoimballaggi: general assembly 2010

In occasion f the general assembly of
the members, the board of director appointed Paolo Fantoni as the new
president of Assopannelli, the national association of FederlegnoArredo
that represent the producers of panels
and wooden semi-finished products.
“A special thanks – said the new president – to my predecessor Giuseppe
Bini, who during these years has intensely worked to meet the needs the
members. I will continue in this way doing my best to represent the needs of
our industry at the Federation. Thanks
to the current favorable situation of dollar/euro change, in fact, there are
great potential for growth and development and this is an interesting expansion perspective on the foreign
markets and in particular in the Mediterranean and North African areas”. ■

Assoimballaggi general assembly
has recently taken place in Venice and
during the event it has been done the
balance of the last year, during which
the association worked on several
front to promote the wooden packing
and helped the companies to revive the
sector.
“The companies – explained Michele
Ballardini, Assoimballaggi president –

APPOINTMENTS
Cork European confederation
Andrea Acanfora, historical member of
Gruppo sughero of Assoimballaggi, is the
first Italian who to hold the office of vicepresident of C.E. Liège, the Cork European confederation. The appointment
was made during the last management
board of C.E. Liège and in that occasion
it was decide to assign the other vicepresidency to Portugal and the presidency to the Spanish Enric Vigas. The offices of treasurer still remained to Nicolas Mensior and the offices of secretarygeneral to Joao Gomes Ferreira. ■

reported their difficulties in this hard
economic period, but also their availability to take ideas and new energies,
becoming protagonists of the association’s activities. In particular we’re
talking about on important themes as
the controversies born from an incorrect
use of packing and the problem of an
adequate insurance dedicated to the
companies of the industry”. ■

EVENTS
New challenges for EdilegnoArredo
Explore emerging markets and promote Social Housing. These are the
next key targets for EdilegnoArredo,
as discussed during the annual assembly last June 4 in Venice.
“The Association is focusing attention
on Social Housing
– explained Alberto Lualdi, president of EdilegnoArredo − and
taking up the challenge of new local
and national investments in this
kind of constructions, through the
identification of finishing solutions
that can combine excellent production
with the demand for affordable constructions and the reclaiming and renovation of suburban areas. A great opportunity for companies is also Expo

News in real time
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2015, with the industry committed to
promoting the role of wood in the construction of new buildings for this big international event”.
“The assembly has shown that our associates are willing to do well – added
the EdilegnoArredo
president – There
were many problems, but also interesting ideas and
proposals put forwards at the assembly. There is a
strong need to promote the industry
abroad through
business-tobusiness initiatives
that directly and proactively involve our
companies, such as many workshops
and missions in the most important
emerging markets that the federation is
organizing for next year”. ■

www.xylon.it

ECONOMY
Vdma: excellent first quarter

COMPETITIONS
National award for innovation

COMPETITIONS
“Young & design 2010”

The annual assembly of Vdma (the German association of machinery manufacturers) presented the market figures for the
first quarter 2010. Beyond expectations,
the incoming order results recorded an 87
percent increase over the same period of
2009. Demand from abroad grew by 109
percent, while domestic demand increased by 45 percent. In April, the positive trend continued with a 72 percent
growth. Despite such positive figures,
Vdma is sticking to the forecast issued at
the beginning of this year, namely an overall industry expansion by 10-15 percent.
Export results are still negative (-17 percent), as the time lapse to turn orders into
turnover is longer. However, some sectors
have a positive sign: sawmill machines
have scored plus 13 percent, planing machines plus 2 percent. ■

The closing ceremony of the second edition of the National innovation award,
held last June 8 at the Quirinale, the seat
of the Italian State President, presented
the best 28 innovation experiences in industry, services and university, assigning three awards to designers selected
by Adi. The first prize went to Michele
De Lucchi, a protagonist of contemporary Italian design, for his flooring planks
“Medoc”. The second place was taken
by Philippe Bestenheider, a Swiss-born
designer with a longstanding activity in
Italy, for his chair “Nanook”. The third
prize went to designer-researcher Ezio
Manzini, who was recognized for his role
as coordinator of the co-housing it project, developed by Innosense in partnership with the Indaco department of
Politecnico di Milano. ■

The table “Lieve” designed by Diego
Vencato for Horm (www.horm.it), company based in Azzano Decimo, Pordenone, won “Young & design 2010”
award. Every year the prize, promoted
by Rima Editrice
and arrived at
its XXIII° edition,
is assigned to
young designers able to conceive proposals that unite the innovative utilization of the materials and unusual shapes. Diego Vencato, born in
1977, is one of the young talent that
work in Horm, a company with three
Italian industrial design awards Compasso d’Oro. The glass plane of the
table “Lieve” is raised on a structure
similar to a draping of sculpture. ■
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cuts off the duct and stops the fan.

ISO 9001
20137 Milano - Italy - Via Ennio, 25
Tel.: +39 02 5410 0818 - Fax +39 02 5410 0764
E-mail: controllogic@controllogic.it - Web: www.controllogic.it

CONTROL LOGIC s.r.l.

NEWS

flash news
AIPPL Aippl, the Italian association
of the layers of wooden floors adherent of EdilegnoArredo, defined its
activities program for the current
year. In particular, it will be organized
technical and formative meeting on
the territory, dedicated to the operators of the industry.
AUSTRALIA Export of wood chips
from Australia is on the rebound, reports the Wood resource quarterly.
After last year’s ten-year low, shipments so far in 2010 are up 38 percent
for pine chips and 12 percent for eucalyptus chips. In addition, an estimated
100 thousand tons of wood pellets will
be shipped to Europe this year.

MARKETS
Pulp and paper products

MARKETS
Furniture in Germany

The international financial crisis in
2009 had a major negative impact on
worldwide demand for pulp and paper products. As a result, the consumption of wood chips and pulpwood
for pulp production was lower and global trade of wood chips fell 14 percent,
according to the Wood resource quarterly. China bucked this trend, almost
tripling its imports to became the
worlds second largest importer of
wood chips last year. ■

In the first quarter of 2010, the constant
negative trend of furniture export in
Germany finally stopped. According
with Vdm (the German furniture producers association), the Statistic institute reported and increasing of 5
percent if compared to the same period of the last year.
The situation is better for kitchen furniture (that had an increasing of 10.7
percent) and the seats with an increasing of 26.1 percent. On the contrary, the export of the other sectors decreased of 15.6 percent. ■

COMPANIES
Stile21: a new membership

BRAZIL The supply and demand
for eucalyptus logs in Brazil has
been in balance the past year, which
has resulted in stable log prices in
the local currency, according to the
Wood resource quarterly. As a result
of the strengthening real, log costs
have gone up in Us dollar terms and
were 25 percent higher in the first
quarter of 2010 than in early 2009.

MARKETS
Upholstereds in Germany
In the first quarter of 2010, the upholstereds orders in Germany decreased of 7.7 percent for the internal
market and of the 4.7 percent for the
export if compared to the same period of the last year. According with the
category associations, this last number tends to improve, while the negative trend will be constant for the internal market. ■

News in real time
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Stile21 – a brand created by ten companies specializing in the design and
production of wooden constructions –
has become an ordinary member of
Green building council Italia, a noprofit association that gathers companies, professional studios, public administration, universities and associations complying with a set of parameters defined by the internal regulation
of the council. Stile21 joined the council mainly because they share the
same values and aims of the associations, such as promoting the role of bioconstructions, defining common standards for building measurements, in order to support competition in the domain of environmental performance
and the diffusion of sustainable building culture. ■

www.xylon.it

FAIRS
Abitare il tempo celebrates

FAIRS
Continuous confirmations for Sicam 2010

Signs of optimism for the furniture industry. These were the results illustrated
at the press conference for the presentation of Abitare il tempo, the
Verona-based exhibitions that is celebrating its 25th anniversary.
Organized by Veronafiere and Acropoli, the show, scheduled in Verona next
16-20 September, is coming back with
all industry protagonists: furniture,
padded items, high-end bathrooms and
kitchens, complements, accessories,
tableware, lighting, floorings and
cladding, decoration fabrics, indoor
and outdoor fabrics, will be exhibited
in eight halls.

“I am very satisfied, I can’t deny it.
Sicam will be the leading event in 2010
for the world of semi-finished products
and supplies for the furniture industry,
an international primacy which we
have earned on the field. It is an incredible result if we consider that this
is only the second
edition of our trade
fair, though I’ll admit
that this was exactly
the goal we had set
our sights on”. Optimism for Carlo Giobbi, who has recently
taken stock of upcoming edition of
Sicam, the International exhibition of
components, semi-finished products
and accessories for the furniture industry, which will be held at Pordenone
Fiere from October 20 to 23.
At June 16th, ca. 360 direct exhibitors
have signed up for the event, covering

an overall surface of almost 12 thousand
metres squared (the exhibitors’list
can be seen at www.exposicam.it/english/elencoespositori.asp, updated in
real time).
According with the organizers over 80
percent of the exhibitors at Sicam
2009 renewed their
participation this year;
there is also a huge
presence of new companies who decided
to take part in the second edition of the
event: indeed, more
than 25 percent of the stands confirmed to date are participating for the
first time.
There are still six months to go to the
2010 edition but the organisers are already looking ahead to the third edition:
Sicam 2011 will be held in October from
Wednesday 19 to Saturday 22. ■

FAIRS
Zow Italia “delayed”

According to organizers, the trade fair
product range is going to be consolidated and refined further, with the
participation of new exhibitors representing leading Italian and international
brands.
Abitare il Tempo is reasserting its international scope. “To get out of the crisis – said Ettore Riello, Veronafiere
president – it is essential to take a look
at global scenarios, mainly in upcoming economies like Russia, China, India and Brazil”.
www.abitareiltempo.com. ■

The news had been expected for a few
months, in view of the results of the first
edition and the Sicam success, which
certainly had an impact on the destiny
of Zow. The 2010 edition of Zow Italia
has been cancelled. This is the translation of a press release we found on
some German Web sites.
After accurate evaluations, Survey
Marketing + Consulting srl in Rimini has
decided to cancel Zow, the International fair for components and accessories for furniture and interior design, in 2010.
Peter H. Meyer, founder of Zow, commented: “The relocation from the problem-ridden exhibition site in Pordenone
to the much better location of Verona
with its extraordinary halls unfortunately coincided with a horrible year for

global economy, and this has translated into a critical situation”.
To the companies that, in spite of this,
had registered to participate in Zow
Verona 2010, the managing director of
Zow Romano Ugolini gives the following advice: “The situation of the Italian furniture market does not suggest
that there may be any successful exhibition in 2010. If you don’t want to
waste your money, you should avoid
taking part in industry fairs in Italy: it
would be more sensible to invest in foreign markets that are showing signs of
growth.”
The press release ends saying Zow will
come back with a new concept in
2011. Meanwhile, the lawsuit for the violation of copyright is continuing at the
Court of Trieste. ■
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NEWS

flash news
DIEFFENBACHER In the period
between the beginning of 2009 and
the end of April 2010, the German Dieffenbacher Group had order for 17
lines for the production of wooden
panels with continuous press, of
which: three of them will produce
chipboards, twelve mdf/hdf, one osb
and one of them insulating panels.
ZOW ISTANBUL The British exhibition and event organizers Clarion
Events bought with immediate effect
also the Survey’s Turkish associate: in
this way Zow Istanbul, Z-Tec and
BuildIST will take place regularly.

ZOW MADRID Zow Trend & design of Madrid will not take place anymore at the same time of Sici, an event
dedicated to the kitchens scheduled
from 28 September-1 October 2010.
The Spanish edition of Zow will be held
from 16th to 18th of November at the
Palacio de Cristal in Madrid, a more
spacious location. According with the
organizers, contrary to the forecasts
there are 50 exhibitors, against the
30/40 of the previous editions.

FAIRS
Fensterbau/frontale India 2011
With the first edition of Fenster bau/frontale India, the trade fair window, door and facade enters the highly interesting and promising market on
the Indian subcontinent.
Fensterbau/frontale India, the international exhibition & conference window, door and facade, takes place in

the Pragati Maidan exhibition centre in
the Indian capital New Delhi from 24–
26 February 2011 parallel to Acrex India 2011, India’s biggest exhibition for
refrigeration, air conditioning and building services.
For more information:
www.frontale-india.com. ■

FAIRS
Resale 2010: returns to growth the demand for used machines
The global economy is recovering and
the used machinery market is profiting
in its wake. This was the tone of the reports coming from the 470 exhibitors
and 6,223 visitors at the final edition
of the used machinery trade fair Resale
in Karlsruhe.
"The world may be overcoming the financial and economic crisis more
quickly than expected", says Jens
Nagel, managing director of the Federation of the German export trade

(Bdex) in Berlin. "The trend has been
clearly upwards since the start of the
year", he observes pointing out that industrial order books are expanding –
with orders from abroad. In January and
February, these grew by 30 percent
compared to the same period in 2009.
"We can assume similar growth rates for
the machinery business", says Nagel.
"The number of companies searching
for used machines is a reflection of the
demand for new machinery". ■

FAIRS
Full calendar for Klimahouse 2010
Fiera Bolzano decided to
confirm the Umbria Fiere
headquarters in Bastia, near
Perugia, for the third edition
of Klimahouse Umbria, the
international fair on energy
efficient construction, scheduled from
8 to 10 October 2010. The exhibition
calendar will be full of events that will
anticipate the visitors the future scenario

News in real time
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of sustainable construction industry. Conventions and
sightseeing tours to visit
buildings certified under the
CasaClima criteria will be
some of the meetings that will
constitute the outline calendar of Klimahouse Umbria.
For more information: www.fierabolzano.it/klimahouseumbria2010. ■

www.xylon.it

WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE:
JANUARY 2010

observatory

In this article, we illustrate the export
figures of the main manufacturers
operating in the machinery-woodfurniture industry, referring to January 2010*.
However, notice that the processed values still don’t offer an exhaustive view of the market in the
current year.

In the woodworking machinery
market, Germany is still the world’s
top exporter before Italy, while Taiwan has recorded a strong increase of export flows especially
to the United States.
The market of wood and semifinished materials (logs, sawn wood
and panels) indicates slight re-

covery in almost all countries
under scrutiny. The United States
remain the main destination for
wood exports at global level.
The furniture industry, instead,
shows different trends. China is
confirming the country is getting
out of recession, while France is
suffering from a 15 percent drop. ■

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January 2010), (reference index 2007 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Austria

2010
61.8
43.8
42.4
37.4
14.5

Var. % 10/09
-40.5
-17.1
-3.8
50.7
-18.9

Main market
China
France
Usa
Usa
Germany

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594,
846595, 846596, 846599, 846692, 84793.

WOOD EXPORT* (January 2010), (reference index 2007 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
China
Germany
Canada
Usa
Brazil

2010
729.4
411.0
387.6
274.3
92.2

Var. % 10/09
8.5
2.2
19.2
15.5
-4.4

Main market
Usa
France
Usa
Canada
Usa

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601.
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT* (January 2010), (reference index 2007 = 100, in million euros)
Exporters
China
Germany
Italy
Usa
France

2010
1,055.9
262.4
251.7
93.8
62.2

Var. % 10/09
26.9
-0.7
-1.8
1.2
-16.2

Main market
Usa
France
France
Canada
Spain

Source: Ice processing on Gti data, reference codes Nc 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169,
940330, 940340, 940350, 940360, 940380, 940381, 940389.
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FOCUS ON POLAND
Poland is one of the countries that
have reacted promptly to global economic recession. In 2009, Gdp recorded a positive trend, though below 2
percent. In the current year, growth expectations for economic activities are
in the range of 3 percent. Corrective
fiscal measures and a reduction of interest rates have allowed the government to keep the economy at
good levels. In the construction industry, the organization of the European football championships in 2012
has been the driver for many new projects. Inflation is stable above two percent, while per-capita Gdp should
record a moderate increase in 2010.
The industry of woodworking machinery is predominantly based on
import. Outgoing flows in 2009
amounted to 169 million dollars,
down by 53 percent compared to the
previous year.
The wood industry (logs, sawnwood
and panels) shows a definitely positive
trade balance. In the last year for which
figures are available, export exceeded 2,600 million dollars, down by 27
percent compared to 2008.
The absolute value of incoming flows
is higher than 1,000 million dollars,
even though in 2009 it recorded a negative variation by 25.3 percent.
The trade balance of the furniture industry is largely active: imports are
hardly relevant, while exports from
Poland exceed 3,600 million euros, despite a 19 percent decrease in 2009.
On the whole, Poland is among the topten furniture producers, selling its
products mostly to European markets
like Germany and France. ■

GENERAL ECONOMIC INDEXES
2006
Value

2007
% Var.

2008
% Var.

2009
% Var.

2010*
% Var.

6.2

6.7

5.0

1.7

2.7

8,958
1.0

11,157
2.4

13,858
4.2

11,287
3.4

12,575
2.3

-9.2

-20.2

-26.9

-7.0

-13.4

Gdp (constant prices,
percent change)
Gdp per capita
(Us dollars)
Inflation (percent change)
Current account balance
(Us $ billions)

Source: Imf (International monetary fund).

*estimate

MACHINERY IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)

Export
Import

2007
73.9
327.9

2008
101.5
357.9

2009
46.5
169.2

Var. % 09/08
-54.0
-53.0

2009
2,617.4
1,100.9

Var. % 09/08
-26.8
-36,6

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.

WOOD IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)

Export
Import

2007
3,428.5
1,479.8

2008
3,578.0
1,735.8

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.

WOODEN FURNITURE IMPORT/EXPORT (Us $ million)

Export
Import

2007
4,053.3
347.1

2008
4,483.5
422.4

2009
3,636.9
320.6

Var. % 09/08
-18.9
-24.1

Source: Ice (Italian foreign trade institute)
with Gti (Global trade for information service) figures.
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FAIRS

AUGUST

JULY
14-18 July
Interforst 2010
International fair for forestry
and forest technology
www.interforst.de
• Munich (Germania)
Woodworking technologies
15-18 July
Furnitex 2010
www.furnitex.com.au
• Melbourne (Australia)
Furniture
18-21 July
The Manchester furniture show
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Furniture
22-24 July
Woodmach Cebu
www.globallinkph.com
• Cebu City (Philippines)
Woodworking technologies
27-29 July
Furniture Asia
www.furnitureasia.com
• Karachi (Pakistan)
Woodworking technologies

18-21 August
Expo mueble internacional verano
www.expomuebleverano.com.mx/indexNoti.php?lugar=expoverano
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Furniture
19-22 August
Maderexpo
International exhibition
of forestry processing
and woodworking machinery
www.maderexpo.com
• Montevideo (Uruguay)
Woodworking technologies
24-27 August
Trä & Teknik
www.traochteknik.se
• Götheborg (Sweden)
Woodworking technologies
25-28 August
Iwf
International woodworking fair
www.iwfatlanta.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies
26-29 August
Internationale holzmesse
www.kaerntnermessen.at/holzmesse
• Klagenfurt (Austria)
Woodworking technologies
27-31 August
Tendence
www.tendence.messefrankfurt.com
• Frankfurt (Germany)
Furniture
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SEPTEMBER
3-5 September
Perfect home & interior
www.perfecthome.pl/?pid=main_mai
npage.en
• Warsaw (Poland)
Furniture
3-7 September
Mueble Paris
www.maison-objet.com
• Paris (France)
Furniture
5-7 September
Spoga+Gafa
Garden trade fair
www.spoga-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
7-10 September
Fmc premium 2010
www.fmcchina.com.cn/premium
• Shanghai (China)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

8-12 September
Bife Timb
International fair for wood machinery
and furniture industry
www.bife.ro
• Bucharest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies
8-11 September
WoodProAfrica
Woodworking technology exhibition
www.woodpro.co.za
• Johannesburg (South Africa)
Woodworking technologies
9-11 September
Eko-Las
Fair of forestry and wood industry
and environmental protection
www.sawo.pl
• Tuchola (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
9-12 September
Macef
Home & interior
international exhibition
www.macef.it
• Milan (Italy)
Furniture
15-18 September
Surface Expo
Italian fair of finishing
and surface treatment
www.federfinitura.it
• Bergamo (Italy)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies
16-19 September
Z-Tec
www.z-tec.com
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies

16-20 September
Abitare il Tempo
www.abitareiltempo.com
• Verona (Italy)
Furniture
17-19 settembre
Bosco e territorio
www.provincia.torino.it
• Beaulard-Oulx (Turin, Italy)
Wood
21-24 September
Primus woodprocessing
International woodworking
machines, equipment and tools
for wood processing industry
exhibition
www.theprimus.com
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies
21-24 September
Woodworking
www.minskexpo.com
• Minsk (Belarus)
Woodworking technologies

“OUR” EXHIBITIONS 2010
Xylon is present at:

25-28 August
Iwf
Atlanta
21-24 September
Woodprocessing
Kiev
27 September-1 October
Lesdrevmash
Moscow
3-6 October
W10
Birmingham
20-23 October
Sicam
Pordenone
9-12 November
Tekhnodrev
Krasnojarsk

23-26 September
100% Design
www.100percentdesign.co.uk
• London (Great Britain)
Woodworking technologies
27 September-1 October
Lesdrevmash
3th International exhibition
for machinery, equipment, fittings,
tools and instruments
for the woodworking,
furniture and timber industries
www.lesdrevmash-expo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
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XYLEXPO

XYLEXPO 2010: “SUCCESS
AGAINST ALL ODDS...”
The winds of crisis have not crushed the woodworking
machinery and technology industry. The 2010 edition of Xylexpo – the biennial exhibition of woodworking technology held at FieraMilano-Rho from 4
to 8 May – proved this. Despite the reduction of exhibition area and exhibitors, and despite the economic
indexes of the industry that announced an uncertain
recovery of economic trends, from Fieramilano-Rho
there came a strong and clear sign of optimism after a season of severe crisis. The opinions we have
collected and written in the next pages show clear
satisfaction among exhibitors. There were 652 in total, 225 from abroad (led by Germany with 70 companies, followed by China with 21, Taiwan with 16,
Czech Republic, Spain and Austria (11 each), on a
total net surface of 42,500 square meters; at Xylexpo, they met 51,480 visitors, with a 48 percent share
of international operators.
The reduction in absolute terms is clear and undisputable: in 2008 there had been 850 exhibitors on 73
thousand square meters and 81 thousand visitors.
But how could such levels be preserved in an industry
where global business has lost as much as 37.5 percent? For this reason, all in all, Xylexpo 2010 – held
concurrently with Bias, Fluidtrans Compomac and Mechanical Power Transmission & Motion Control, organized by Rassegne (a Fiera Milano Group company) dedicated to industrial components – was a
positive edition and proved to be a “concrete”
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event. Maybe because the decision of some leaders to move to Rimini increased the interest for other companies that were in Milan; maybe because, in
times like these, no one visits an exhibition if they are
not really interested, so the operators were all motivated, attentive, highly interested...
Acimall – the Italian woodworking machinery and
tools manufacturers’ association, that organizes the
exhibition through Cepra (Centro promozionale Acimall) and also publishes the magazine you are reading – has gone past a critical edition and is looking
forward to 2012. But some reflections must be
made: “It was a good exhibition”, said the Xylexpo
General Manager Paolo Zanibon. “We knew we had
to tackle with a difficult season, but Xylexpo has held
on, proving it still deserves the role it has been playing for 42 years in the global industry exhibition scenario”. The same opinion was expressed by Acimall
president Ambrogio Delachi. “Many exhibitors
have told me about their satisfaction and the quality of visitors coming to Milan, who were actually interested in the acquisition of solutions and technology within the next few months. These businessmen
did not just walk around the stands, they had a real
need to update their production equipment. There
were orders signed during the exhibition, something
we had not seen for a long time”.
But Xylexpo was not just an exhibition: in hall 14, in
the “Xylexpo Arena”, the event offered a rich pro-

gram of conferences and marked the beginning of
a new project that will gather all the resources of the
wood industry, starting from the Lombardy forests. The
project “Bosco in fiera” was a real wood created in
partnership with Region Lombardy and FieraMilano
and in collaboration with Legnoluce from Majano
(Udine), to illustrate the relationship between wood
and sustainability, the life of forests and those who
work in and with the woods. After the positive results
of this year, it is now time to work at the next edition,
as we said. The next event, to be held at FieraMilanoRho from 8 to 12 May 2012, will require intensive
work, especially to “heal the wounds” that have affected not only Xylexpo, but the entire business of
“made in Italy” woodworking technology…

ECONOMIC SITUATION
Xylexpo was the occasion to take a look at the industry’s economic situation. According to the figures
distributed by the Studies office of Acimall for the first
quarter 2010, the recovery trend that had started in
2009 has consolidated, with significant growth rates
in foreign markets. According to the trend survey, the
industry recorded a 41 percent increase in orders,
with foreign markets up by 43.8 percent versus 26
percent on the domestic market. Prices are also rallying, up by 0.2 percent from January to May, while
the period of ensured production until March 31 was
1.8 months. The quality survey is still casting some

THE WORD TO AMBROGIO DELACHI
Certainly, the “future destiny” of Xylexpo is the key topic, as witnessed
by the statements we have collected and reported above. In this
respect, we find it useful to publish the words by president Ambrogio
Delachi in his annual report to Acimall member companies.
“It is not useless saying that we do wish the reasons that have led
the three biggest Italian companies to quit Xylexpo and join Technodomus will be soon removed. While it’s true that an exhibition
without the leading Italian players cannot represent the full potential
of our industry, it is also true that an event without the leading German and international manufacturers will never be an international
event! And an exhibition with an international scope is what we
all want, small and big ones. Surely we will work hard to achieve
this goal.
From these undisputable facts, we will start negotiations to restore
harmony within the association and relaunch our exhibition
which, like it or not, is still the most important international event
in even-numbered years and a reference in the global woodworking
machinery scenario.
If the big companies take their smaller colleagues into consideration
– respecting the dignity and the role they have acquired through
decades of hard work and sacrifice – and the small and medium
ones acknowledge the driving force of large groups for the penetration of new markets, we will certainly find a way to solve the
problems that certainly do not improve the already dull image of
our industrial system and our country in general”.

shadows, due to the psychological factor. According to first quarter 2010 figures, 26 percent of the interviewees indicate a negative trend for production,
while 44 percent expect stability and 30 percent expansion. Employment is stationary for 63 percent of
the sample, while 37 percent predict a reduction. Available stocks are stable according to 48 percent of the
interviewees, decreasing for 37 percent and increasing for 15 percent.
The future development of the industry is illustrated
in the forecast survey: the best expectations are
abroad, consistently with the natural export vocation
of Italian companies, which boast an export share
above 70 percent all around the world; 45 percent
of the sample predict a 45 percent increase in orders
in the next few months; a constant trend is expected by 48 percent, while 7 percent fear shrinkage (the
balance is +38). More cautious forecasts on the domestic side, where 15 percent expect possible reduction, 59 stability and only 26 percent see margins
for growth (balance +11).
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ITALIAN EXPORT 2009
Trend of major markets by macro areas*

25-country EU
Extra-EU Europe
North America
South America
Africa
Middle East
Far East
Oceania
Total

423
131
46
58
48
46
58
15
825

09/08 % var.
-41.1
-56.0
-60.7
-2.8
-30.7
-33.7
-39.5
-48.8
-43.3

Share
51%
16%
5%
7%
6%
6%
7%
2%
100%

* Tools not included, in million euros.
Source: Acimall Studies office, May 2010.

spite a 65.2 percent shrinkage versus 2008. Switzerland is the second market outside the EU with a value of 23 million euros, down by 19.2 percent. Minus
sign also for mature markets. In 2009 the European
Union confirmed its role of reference market for madein-Italy technology, despite the negative trend, absorbing 51 percent of export. The ranking is still headed by France with 86 million euros (-20.7 percent)
followed by Germany with 69 million euros (-34 percent) and Belgium with 42 (-16,9 percent). Spagna
lost 60.8 percent with a value of 34 million euros. In
North America (where 5 percent of Italian export is
shipped), the United States lost 62.8 percent, down
to 32 million euro in value.

OPINIONS
SPANEVELLO

The results of the final report 2009 and the forecasts
for 2010 are quite clear. 2009 was a very difficult year:
production reached 1,228 million euros, down by 42.2
percent compared to 2008; export accounted for 67
percent of total production (874 million euros), with
a 42.4 percent decrease. Import also went down by
37.5 percent and stopped at 123 million euros. The
domestic market is worth 354 million (-41.4 percent);
also apparent consumption decreased to 477 million
euros (-40.9 percent). The trade balance lost 43.2 percent, stopping at 751 million euros. 2010 has begun
with timid recovery signs, but the industry will not go
back quickly to pre-crisis volumes; on the contrary,
enduring weak demand will keep causing serious
problems.
The survey also focused on market dynamics in the
different regions. tools excluded, Brazil is the country where “made in Italy” technology grew
up to a value of 38 million euros, up by 13.7
percent, versus a 2.8 percent shrinkage in
Latin America. Sales dropped also in the
Far East, which in 2009 purchased 39 percent less products from Italy, absorbing 7
percent of Italian export for a total value of
57 million euros; down China and Hong
Kong (27 million, -33.9 percent), Taiwan (2
million, -80 percent) and India (8 million, 40 percent). Eastern Europe outside the
European Union suffered from 56 percent
export drop, with a value of 131 million euros; Russia confirmed its leading role de26 XYLON INTERNATIONAL July-August 2010

“Beyond expectations” is the opinion of Paolo
Grandotto, sales manager of Spanevello
(www.spanevello.com). “We feared lower attendance and contact quality, but it was not so: we prepared the exhibition more accurately and I must say
virtually all partners who had confirmed their participation actually came to Milan. We also had visitors from unexpected countries, like Australia, Chile
and Brazil, who traditionally prefer Ligna or Atlanta,
and instead they came to Xylexpo. A good sign,
both for the value of the exhibition and for the signals that something is moving...
Now we have to anticipate future scenarios the best
we can: this year we have all been waiting for things
to develop, not knowing what would happen and basically sticking to our past decisions. In 2012 we will
certainly have to change direction!
First of all, we have to solve problems within the as-

ITALY: WOODWORKING MACHINERY
Trend of main economic variables in 2005-2009 and industry structure (in million Euros, tools included)
Production
Export
Import
Domestic market
Apparent consumption
Trade balance
Export/production
Import/apparent
consumption

2005
1,814
1,290
154
524
678
1,136
71.1%
22.7%

Δ%'04 2006
-1.9
2,105
-2.9
1,492
+14.1
178
+3.0
613
+6.7
791
-4,8
1,314
- 70.9%

-

22.5%

sociation. Technodomus has generated confusion
and uncertainty among operators and many of them
could not understand what was happening. And in
Milan, some longstanding references were missing:
this year we changed the position of our stand due
to the absence of big groups.
We must all work to make things clearer, discussing
and solving problems. If we cannot act all together
like a system – concludes Grandotto – we will destroy
the credibility we have built all around the worlds
through several decades of good work and excellent machines”.

Δ%'05
2007
+16.1 2,159
+15.6 1,532
+15.5
183
+17.0
627
+16.6
810
+15.6 1,349
- 71.0%

-

Δ%'06
+2.6
+2.7
+2.8
+2.3
+2,4
+2.7

22.6%

2008
2,123
1,519
197
604
807
1,322
71.6%

Δ%'07 2009
-1.7 1,228
-0.8
874
+6.6
123
-3.7
354
-0,9
477
-1.9
751
71.2%

24.4%

25.8%

Δ%'08
-42.2
-42.4
-37.5
-41.4
-40,9
-43.2

MAKOR
Claudio Minocci – area sales manager of Makor
Group (www.makor.it), specializing in finishing operations with two companies (Makor and Tecnolegno) – has no doubt: about the crisis, “it seems that
we have touched bottom, there have been early signals in recent months and the exhibition confirmed
that recovery has started”. A comforting picture for
a group that exports 90-95 percent of its products,
mainly to China, North America and Eastern Europe,
with branch offices in the US and China. “The trend
curve is slowly pointing upwards, not only for sales,
but also for the flows of customers we saw at the fair”.

ORMAMACCHINE
Ormamacchine (www.ormamacchine.it) manufactures
pressing plants for the woodworking industry, huge
and custom-designed plants “to be competitive with
emerging countries”, says Maurizio Nosotti, sales
manager. Is the crisis over? “It is difficult to give a global evaluation of the market, there are tangible signs
of recovery in Europe, except Spain, Portugal and
Greece, although at Xylexpo we have met customers
from these countries as well”. There were very few
visitors from the Arabic region, from Maghrib to the
Persian Gulf, “who were missing in Milan, maybe also
due to air traffic problems caused by the volcano
cloud. And also for the huge number of exhibition very
close to one another. On the whole, although expectations were affected by the crisis, this edition of
Xylexpo was comparable to previous events.
In my opinion, organizers will have to do all they can
to bring back to Xylexpo those who decided to move
elsewhere, so that visitors can have a complete review of technology for the furniture and wood processing industry”.

WINTERSTEIGER
“We expected the number of visitors to be smaller
than in the past”, says Daniela Pozzan, Italy manager of the Austrian company Wintersteiger (www.wintersteiger.at). “If we look at the Italian market, the region I am in charge for, I can tell you that there were
less visitors than in 2008, but their quality was definitely higher.
The current economic situation certainly affected the
overall figures – adds Pozzan – but we saw some
signs of recovery in the weeks before the exhibition,
and maybe we were expecting to see a positive effect on arrivals, because it is essential for operators
to understand what’s going on. And what’s better than
visiting an exhibition?
I think the massive promotion carried out by Fiera di
Rimini for Technodomus had a strong effect and certainly helped attract many visitors. We should consider that many international operators might not have
been clearly informed about these Italian stories, and
so, when they received an invitation from big actors
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la – we want to preserve our position
and expand our foothold”.

BIGONDRY

that had always been in the forefront at Xylexpo... Not
to mention the fact that the visitors who came in April
surely did not come back in May!
At Xylexpo, however, visitors could find the solutions
of international suppliers within a global context; many
exhibitors actually benefited from the absence of big
competitors, as they could more easily draw the attention of visitors.
I would like to stress the good quality of visitors, at
least half of them were unknown to us. Meeting new
prospects is one of the key goals when we attend
an exhibition, and we achieved this at Xylexpo.
We are still curious to know what will happen in the
future: what are the intentions of Xylexpo? And Technodomus?”.

ESSETRE
The point of view of Gianni Sella, president of Essetre
(www.essetre.com), is dual: the company manufactures working centers for panel processing for the
kitchen industry and for the prefab construction industry. Two stands, two exhibition sites in the fair, two
different market trends. “There were more visitors at
the stand of construction machinery than furniture,
this is an emerging trend. We started to work in the
construction industry 5 years ago, and now we offer about one hundred machines”.
The crisis was heavy (“Flexibility in production
saved the company in difficult months: no forecasts,
investing in the essential, production and innovation
speed”, said Sella), but it is not just an impression that
recovery is very close, for a company that supplies
90 percent of Italian kitchen makers and exports 30
percent of products. “To meet market demand, we
have employed two more salespersons – adds Sel28 XYLON INTERNATIONAL July-August 2010

Compared to 2009, also in Italy there
are timid signs of recovery after the
crisis, especially in the packaging industry; abroad, there are “sparks” of
light in primary operations, although
the general situation is still characterized by shrinkage all over Europe,
including Russia. That’s Bruno
Bigon, president of BigonDry
(www.bigondry.com). “At Xylexpo
we promoted the new business area
for heat treatment, which is arousing
increasing attention”, said Bigon. And he added:
“An international exhibition is essential to attract visitors from all around the world, although they are less
willing to move now, due to the proliferation of exhibitions in Italy and worldwide. Companies are in trouble and these costs can hardly be charged on products”. A suggestion: “Better less fairs, but important”.

HOMAG GROUP
A strong supported of Xylexpo’s effectiveness is Jurgen Koeppel, managing director of Group Homag
(www.homag.de). “In even-numbered years – he says
– Xylexpo has always been a reference event, the
place where we presented our new products. The
fact that Biesse, Scm and Cefla decided not to attend this year makes any direct comparison impossible. And the fact that German companies decided to stay in Milan basically creates the same problem for Rimini, which is just a bit more than an open
house. Thus, inevitably, Ligna must be considered
the only complete event, the only European show at
international level.
I add that we are very satisfied that the German industry of woodworking technology has decided to
stay with Xylexpo, confirming its role of reference exhibition in Italy.
And it went well: during the exhibition, we had the
opportunity to exchange ideas with the managers of
other companies within our group, as well as with
friends/competitors, and we shared the same vision.
Xylexpo 2010 was like an opera by Verdi, with a quiet start and a relentless crescendo. There were few
visitors on the first day, then they increased on the
second, further on the third, and so on until Saturday. Many contacts, an excellent percentage of real

business, and as much as 20 percent of the visitors
we met were unknown to us, and they might soon become our customers.
As further evidence, let me add that we have been
positively impressed by the number of journalists attending our press conference on the 5th of May. There
were more than 50 from all over the world, proving
that the industry is very keen on Milan.
We hope – continues Koeppel – that in 2012 the whole
industry will come back to Milan: it is vital that Cefla, Scm and Biesse change their minds. No exhibition
can be successful if it doesn’t provide prospects with
a full and comprehensive review of products and solutions. There are things you cannot do with the Web
and open houses, although we cannot deny that may
we should all revise the function and calendar of the
biggest exhibitions worldwide. I think we can
achieve a situation where we have one big show each
in Europe, Asia and the United States. Xylexpo may
not be in a favorable position, but it would still be
prominent in even-numbered years, alternating with
Ligna”.

MAURI MACCHINE
Giampiero Mauri is the owner of Mauri Macchine
www.maurimacchine.com) and president of Giardina (www.giardinagroup.com). So, he attended Xylexpo with a double role: “It was successful. We were
very busy every day and, frankly speaking, we did
not expect such result, both for Maurimacchine and
for Giardina. We received many visitors, most of whom
showing strong interest, we closed deals that were
already open and we signed new contracts
there and then!
Most operators in Milan came from Europe;
there was a good flow of Italians, although
their interest was much less tangible and
concrete. I must say that, all in all, we did
not notice the reduction of visitors recorded by Xylexpo. Our stand was always very
busy and we are 100 percent satisfied...
one of the best exhibitions we have ever
been at. Maybe because the absence of
some big actors helped us attract more interest, but I really have to say that this is
not enough to explain how things went.
But now we have to think about 2012 and
the organizers must work to bring back
those who moved to other exhibitions, besides looking for ways to reduce costs,
which are actually still high. But there is no

doubt that the future will almost entirely depend on
how things will go in the different markets. Xylexpo
has certainly contributed to set things in motion, but
now there will be a key period and we hope we can
restart in September with a minimum of production
planning…”.

BALESTRINI
“Xylexpo really surprised us”. There is no hesitation
in the statement of Elio Balestrini, co-owner of
Balestrini (www.balestrini.com) from Seveso, Milan.
“We were more than satisfied, even amazed at the
way things have gone. I must say we had low, very
low expectations, due to a difficult economic situation which discouraged many to come to Milan. If we
add the decision by Fiera di Rimini to organize Technodomus a few days before Xylexpo and the confusion this decision created, you can easily imagine the
scenario we were ready to face. Also for this reason
we decided to attend Xylexpo with a much smaller
stand than in the past, in order to cut costs and avoid
investments that are not profitable in times like these...
However, the final result was positive, also thanks to
accurate preparation and planning; we contacted and
informed our customers and we organized specific meetings to present our machines and new applications. We focused on new solutions and in-depth
analysis, and this has proved to be an optimal approach, so it will become a new standard for us in
the future, starting from next Ligna in Hannover.
The visitor flow was smaller than in the past, but I must
say that things went quite well for us: we had not sold
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machines during the exhibition for years, but we did
at Xylexpo. And the orders we finalized in the following
weeks were the result of our decision to be in Milan.
It’s not mere chance that we are seeing a slight improvement after Xylexpo. Now we have to go back
thinking positively, and work all together to solve the
divisions that have pushed some big actors away
from Milan. An exhibition without the big Italian groups
is not complete, although the participation of global leaders preserved its value”.

VOLPATO
“In my opinion Xylexpo was excellent”, said Gianni Volpato of Volpato (www.lasm.it). “Certainly the
number of visitors has decreased, but those who
came were highly motivated: during the fair we closed
orders that have improved our situation in the postexhibition weeks. We did not have great expectations
before the event, in view of the dispute with the big
groups and the difficult economic situation, even dramatic in some countries.
Unfortunately, in the past few weeks we have seen
a new slowdown, which we hope is due to the upcoming summer holidays or the alarms launched by
media, which inevitably have negative effects on investment decisions.
It would not have been bad to have the benefits of
a Tremonti Ter law for a while longer, but it really
seems unlikely that this law might be extended beyond June 30.
Going back to the exhibition, the evaluation is positive, an opinion shared by many colleagues I have
talked to in Milan. We met a lot of people from the
Middle East, the Mediterranean and the Southern emisphere. Probably, these are the areas to look at with
greater attention in the near future”.

INCOMAC
“There was a good flow of visitors”, states Roberto
de Joannon of Incomac (www.incomac.com). “If
there was a drop due to the absence of some exhibitors, we were not affected, as our target audiences
are the solid wood and primary operation segments,
rather than panels.
I noticed a significant increase in the quality of contacts at the exhibition. We used to have 400 visits with
50 interested prospects, now maybe we have only
300, but potential buyers are 60… Xylexpo is becoming more concrete and specialized, you see fewer curious people around who don’t even know what
kind of machine they are looking at.
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We are also satisfied with the origin of visitors. Knowing that some countries would not be there due to
the difficult period they are going through, we met
lots of visitors from the Mediterranean region, countries that may be small and complicated, but certainly
offer excellent growth trends.
Many visitors also came from Latin America… a concrete exhibition, with a good internationality level,
which we closed with a better result – let me tell you
– than we had last year at Ligna. We are also satisfied with Italian visitors, although Technodomus
has probably caught lots of visitors from Central and
Southern Italy. Unfortunately, Spain, Portugal, Hungary, Greece and Poland are all frozen markets, while
visitors from Scandinavia and the United States have
never been numerous”.

OMGATECH
“We expected little, we got more. Final mark: 7. This
is what I heard from many exhibitors and that’s what
I think”, says Gianni Ghizzoni of Omgatech
(www.omga.it). “Considering the market situation and
what happened with exhibitions in Italy, we can say
that Xylexpo was a success. There were positive comments from several actors: our German colleagues
– who did not ride the wave of confusion and just exploited the situation to their own benefit – seemed to
be fully satisfied as well.

A reduction of visitors was inevitable, as many of
them had no need for new technology due to stagnating business, and we should also consider that
those who went to Rimini could not extend their visit until Xylexpo.
This takes us straight to the most critical issue: for
2012 we must do all we can to explain that we must
join our forces again, and define a new exhibition calendar without divisions and fights. I don’t know if this
is possible, but I’m sure everyone will do their best.
An exhibition is successful when it attracts visitors,
and visitors are attracted by interesting offer, by the
awareness that they will find what they are looking
for and they can compare solutions, systems, aggregates...”.

IMA ITALIA
Umberto Rivolta is the manager of Ima Italia
(www.ima-service.it), subsidiary of the German company. “The starting point was not good”, he says.
“The crisis we all know and the absence of some
big Italian organizations announced an event
with little satisfaction. But it was not so. We had
many visitors interested in our machines and
therefore we can say we are more than satisfied with
the results achieved at Xylexpo.
Certainly, our decision to focus on quality and technological innovation was rewarding, it is a strategy

that has always distinguished Ima and brought results. Our target consists of companies that are
searching for quality and high-level production,
and therefore appreciate the distinctive features of
our plants. 2009 was a profitable year for us in Italy
in terms of sales, and for 2010 we are confident we
can repeat this success.
At Xylexpo we exhibited some innovative products
like the first numerical control working center for
laser-based edgebanding, and an absolute novelty like plasma edgebanding technology. The massive flow of visitors at our stand showed the interest of companies for the innovation and quality of
our products and once again confirmed Ima’s winning strategy”.

FINITURE
The owner of Finiture (www.finiture.it), Giovanni
Sedino, is pretty satisfied with the results of Xylexpo. “It is difficult to measure the direct return of this
kind of technical exhibitions, because we are not
retailers and it is more complicated to draw a final
balance. What I can say is we were never hanging out at our stand. Overall attendance was certainly lower, but it could not be otherwise, considering the period and the competition from Rimini.
But nevertheless, attendance rates were good and
Xylexpo confirmed to be an exhibition where it is
worth participating.
It is obvious that the topic of exhibition must be tackled with a new approach. Our company is defining
a more standardized approach, based on “modules”
to present what is really innovative within our offer.
On one side, there is a stronger and stronger need
to attend exhibitions with fixed and reliable costs, on
the other, there is no use exhibiting solutions or machines that have become commodities, products you
can buy as black boxes.
“Now we have to work on the 2012 event”, concludes
Sedino. “It is essential to focus the promotion activity on operators and industry professionals, trying to
communicate something more, something different
to make the event more attractive… without forgetting that, as we talk about change, people still wants
to see things with their own eyes, touch with their own
hands, and compare.
And most of all, let’s work to be all together again,
getting rid of harmful divisions that only damage the
prestige of “made in Italy”, which is something we
really don’t need!”. ■
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FEDERLEGNOARREDO ASSEMBLY:
“THE SYSTEM MUST RESTART”
“Full recovery will not occur before 2014, which does not mean we have
plenty of time and we can relax”, said president Rosario Messina
at the FederlegnoArredo assembly held last June 5 in Venice.
2009 was really a horrible year for the wood industry. Though not necessary, this was confirmed by the figures presented at the FederlegnoArredo general assembly, which pictured out
a negative situation not only for the extent of business reduction, but also, and mainly, for its duration. So negative that we look back with some
regrets to 2008, when it was just the final quarter
to turn out negative. Today we can say it was just
a warning of the storm, which burst out with all its
disruptive strength in 2009.

THE WOOD-FURNITURE SYSTEM
Let’s take a look at figures: the shrinkage of
turnover in 2009 in the entire wood-furniture industry amounted to 18.2 percent, taking the value
produced by the industry down to 32.4 billion euros. In twelve months, seven billion euros were
“burned”, after 2008 had closed with a 5.6 percent
drop compared to 2007.
It was mainly export that failed, down by 21.9 per-

cent compared to a 16.8 percent reduction of domestic consumption. Import decreased by 19.1 percent, but such reduction is not just evidence that
also our competitors were affected by the crisis: it
is another sign of suffering, because such a heavy
drop in import is combined with a strong reduction
of raw material import for the industry. The trade balance was positive by almost 6 billion euros, however down by 24 percent.
"Is there nothing to save in this year we are leaving
behind?”, asked president Messina. “The crisis was
wild and has created really difficult situations for the
survival of companies. Nevertheless, in this situation we have discovered a big truth: the reduction
of companies and sales is followed by a much smaller reduction of employment; and even the number
of companies has decreased marginally compared to the drop of sales. The meaning is clear and
valuable: we care for our companies and employees and we have saved both despite the massive
reduction of business. A reduction by 2.4 percent
in the number of companies and 3.1 percent in the
number of employees – which means a bit more
than 10 thousand people, compared to turnover
losses close to 20 percent – is a very strong signal of confidence that our entrepreneurs wanted to
give. Sure, we would have preferred to save all the
jobs that have been lost, but this is clearly a result
that in other economies, where different business
models are applied, would be simply unthinkable”.
A significant figure stands out: supposing a yearly average growth rate of 4 percent for the entire
wood-furniture industry, in order to restore 2007 levels – the last year in which turnover had grown –
we would have to wait until 2014; with a rate of 3
percent it would be 2016, with 2 percent no sooner than 2019. This is a situation shared by many eco-
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nomic and industrial actors in our industry, but figures tell much about possible developments in
terms of recovery.

"If it is true that recovery will improve our finances, providing some resources to invest – continued Rosario Messina – it is also true that, to take
the train of recovery, we have to support it with
strong investments in renovation and reorganization. We are waiting for wind to blow into our sails,
but let’s not expect wind in the back; we have to
be ready to use every little whirl of wind, to sail close
hauled, relying on out strengths while challenging
our market approach with no prejudice”.

FURNITURE
In the furniture industry, the reduction of turnover
was just a bit less dramatic: sales went down by
17.6 percent, while export dropped by 21.6 percent.
The total value of export, 9.8 billion euros, represent 90 percent of total export in this industry; this
is where the 3 billion euro reduction of sales compared to 2008 was concentrated. A reduction that
spanned all markets and segments.
Although the last quarter of the year recorded a
slight improvement in trend variations, during the
period January-December 2009 none of the top
twenty purchasing countries of Italian furniture has
grown, neither in value nor in quantity. This figure
alone depicts the scenario that Italian companies
had to face. Strange as it may seem, traditional markets that had given little satisfaction in recent years
recorded lower shrinkage rates: in detail, France
(minus 11 percent) and Germany (minus 9 percent)

Rosario Messina.

are still the first and second destinations for Italian
furniture. The situation is totally different in the United Kingdom (minus 33 percent) and the United
States (minus 32 percent) which had very negative results in line with their deep involvement in the
financial crisis. Similarly, the results of Spain (minus 33 percent) and Greece (minus 20 percent)
must be considered in view of the trend of the re-

WOOD-FURNITURE INDUSTRY (million euros at current prices)
Production turnover (a)
Export (b)
Import (c)
Balance (b-c)
Apparent domestic
consumption (a-b+c)
Export/turnover (% b/a)
Employees
Companies

% var. 07/06
4.5%
8.4%
9.6%
6.9%

% var. 08/07
-5.6%
-2.0%
-8.6%
5.9%

2008
39,661
13,945
6,049
7,895

2009
32,430
10,890
4,891
5,999

% var. 09/08
-18.2%
-21.9%
-19.1%
-24.0%

4.0%

-7.8%

0.3%
-2.4%

-0.6%
-2.8%

31,766
35.2%
409,687
75,407

26,431
33.6%
396,964
73,618

-16.8%
-4.5%
-3.1%
-2.4%

Source: Centro Studi Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo.
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MESSINA: OUT OF THE CRISIS, WE CAN DO IT!
“In these twelve months, and even more in the past 30 days,
everything has changed, it’s as if – going towards the end of
what I’ve called the Third World War, the war of economy and finance, the global war – an atom bomb had burst out, erasing
everything”. This is the apocalyptic opening of the speech by
Rosario Messina, president of FederlegnoArredo, at the general assembly in Venice last June 5.
But then he became less catastrophic, remembering the many
resources of the association: its large representation and, most
of all, the “fair power” of Salone del mobile and Made Expo, two
brands that need no introduction, tools to face that “unknown
universe”, that’s how Messina called it, which is the territory
where we are going to play the next challenges. How? Focusing more and more on product innovation, with the necessary
attention to processes, so as to create goods that stimulate demand but that are “affordable”. So, the right mix of design, functionality, look, quality and final cost.
“We have to launch a sort of Marshall plan to go back to a
normal situation”, said Messina. “A big re-launch of made-inItaly on a global scale, combined with an economic policy
based on structural measures rather than emergency, aiming
for new goals”.
Not only: we need accurate policies for professional education
and training of skilled figures in all industry segments, as well
as the application of European regulations for healthcare and
environmental safeguard.

spective markets: while the Spanish market was depressed by the real estate crisis after years of expansion, in Greece the financial instability resulting from bad public finances caused widespread
loss of confidence which also impacted the furniture industry.
Talking about foreign markets, Rosario Messina was
quite clear: "Our companies were able to make products for all markets and all pockets”, he said. “For
too long, our country adopted promotion policies
that were suitable in periods where there were abundant resources. Today, instead, our actions must be
focused, we have to restore a spirit of undertaking,
it’s time to start over for new directions, looking for
consumers where they can be found. A feared competitor like China not only adopts export policies,
but also takes care to support domestic consumption. We have to make sure that markets are
open to competition, explaining that such competition can be a benefit for everyone”.
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On the domestic side, figures show that the situation is not much better: the sudden stop of the real
estate market actually prevented any chance of "soft
landing" for the industry; the lack of confidence
among families and companies created a short-circuit with the cancellation of expenses that had already been planned but were postponed for caution.
As a result, domestic consumption shrank by 14.8
percent, with a 2 billion euro loss from 2008 levels.

"What was missing in these months was mostly demand. But we also must be able to respond to demand”, commented FederlegnoArredo president on
the national market. “If the potential market is represented by young pairs that need their first set of
furniture, then we have to adapt our catalog with
prices that fit their spending capacity. Less luxury,
enhanced visual impact and improved functionality, to meet the purchasing power of those who understand, appreciate and desire our products, but
cannot afford the price. This strategy also relies on
distribution, which should keep a climate of mutual trust with customers, offer clear Vat-inclusive
prices and declare all additional costs immediately”.
"From this point of view – continued Messina – we
expected more courage by the Government in the
starting phase of the crisis: tangible and credible
support to spending that would help companies face
the market with innovation also in terms of quality
at affordable prices. This was done for several years
with cars in relation to environmental impact, so we
expected tangible action rather than many announcements that just generated the opposite effect: delay expenditure by an indefinite time”.

THE WOOD SYSTEM
In the industry of wood and constructions, semifinished wood materials and construction wood materials, the situation was not better: the two output
industries, furniture and constructions, were both
hit by an unprecedented recession, which obviously
had an impact on the business of companies.
Turnover was close to 12 billion euros, down by 19.4
percent compared to 2008, with a strong decrease
in export (minus 24.4 percent), although they account for 9 percent of turnover only. The main factor for sales reduction was the trend of domestic
consumption, down by 18.9 percent, much worse
than the shrinkage of the domestic furniture market, which ultimately brought heavy consequences
on total results.

FURNITURE MACRO INDUSTRY (million euros at current prices)
Production turnover (a)
Export (b)
Import (c)
Balance (b-c)
Apparent domestic
consumption (a-b+c)
Export/turnover (% b/a)
Employees
Companies

2008
24,900
12,521
2,411
10,109

2009*
20,528
9,814
2,056
7,758

14,791
50.3%
233,936
33,797

12,770
47.8%
227,227
33,145

percent var. 09/08
-17.6%
-21.6%
-14.7%
-23.3%
-14.8%
-4.9%
-2.9%
-1.9%

Source: Centro Studi Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo.

WOOD/CONSTRUCTIONS/FURNITURE MACRO INDUSTRY
(million euros at current prices)
Production turnover (a)
Export (b)
Import (c)
Balance (b-c)
Apparent domestic
consumption (a-b+c)
Export/turnover (% b/a)
Employees
Companies

2008
14,761
1,424
3,638
-2,214

2009*
11,902
1,076
2,835
-1,759

16,975
9.6%
175,751
41,610

13,660
9.0%
169,736
40,473

percent var. 09/08
-19.4%
-24.4%
-22.1%
-20.6%
-18.9%
-6.2%
-3.4%
-2.7%

Source: Centro Studi Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo.

Forecasts for the coming months, based on the
trend surveys by the Cosmit/FederlegnoArredo
Studies office, are still contradictory: the Istat industrial
production index for the furniture sector indicates 2.2
percent reduction, while the result for wood and
wood-based products is much more negative (minus 8.3 percent). Not even the strong decreases
recorded in the first quarter 2009 allowed to achieve
a positive result in the first three months of this year.
Export is rallying, with a 3.4 percent increase from
January to March 2010. Looking at redundancy
funds, however, there was an increase especially of extraordinary temporary layoffs, amounting to
3 million hours in just two months.
These signals indicate that the situation is still instable: as to orders, a survey on 400 companies

revealed that 40 percent approximately expect stationary orders in the next few months, while 42 percent see an increase compared to 2009. Caution
prevails, also in view of highly differentiated industry
trends: while positive results are awaited in kitchen
and sitting furniture, the situation is still critical for
office furniture. On the whole, for the next few
months there are expectations for improvement,
mainly for foreign demand.
The overall index of confidence in the first quarter 2010, based on expected orders, still remains
positive, despite enduring factors of uncertainty.
2010 promises to be a year of partial recovery compared to 2009, but companies are aware they will
have to wait a few years before they can go back
to 2007 levels. ■
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post xylexpo

focus on

AIRCONTROL

TVM

PROVEN EXPERIENCE

OPTIMIZING CONSUMPTIONS

Based in Campodarsego (near Padova), Aircontrol has been working for
years in the field of plants and components for woodworking companies, leveraging extensive and proven
experience in the design, construction
and installation of its products. In detail, the Aircontrol activity is focused on
the design, construction and installation of suction, filtering and ventilation
systems. The company’s technical
department is open to customers to
identify the most effective answers in
technical, economic and legal terms,
for all issues and aspects related to air
intake and filtering systems.
The company’s offer includes intregrated intake, filtering and purification
units, fully covered for minimum visual
impact, equipped with conveyor to
transfer powder and chips to trailers/trucks or briquetting machines,
complete with heat insulation and
soundproofing box.
Aircontrol also renovates existing silos adapting them to new fire regulations. ■

TVM termoventilmec (www.tvm-termoventilmec.com), based in Spresiano (Treviso) − always conscious of
the environment and of energy saving − has developed a system that
enables systems for extracting and filtering industrial air to dose electric energy consumption according to the
demand received from the number of
utilities operating at any time.
Today more than ever it is urgent to
abandon old extraction systems, calibrated and tied to maximum extraction capacity, with energy consumption costs that are sometimes
not even considered in the global energy balance, but that are certainly a
great burden for the company. The
optimisation of consumption allows
a really surprising saving on the energy bill, amounting to several percentage points (from 5 to 15 percent
on average).
The system, developed and proposed by Tvm’s R&D technicians,
managed by plc, depending on the
actual number of extraction outlets
open, is able to modulate the air flow
rate automatically and consequently decrease or increase energy consumption. ■

WAGNER COLORA

TERMOLEGNO

SANMARCO

NEW “COBRA 40-25”

INNOVATION AND SYNERGY

SUCCESS WITH EXPERIENCE

After the big success of pump
“Cobra 40-10”,
Wagner Colora
(www.wagnercolora.com), based in Burago Molgora
(Milan), introduced the new “Cobra
40-25” dedicated to application with
high flow rates (up to 5 liters per
minute), such as multiple gun systems or applications with large nozzles.
“Cobra” – a Wagner patent – is a
high-pressure pneumatic membrane
pump (250 bar), an innovative solutions that combines the benefits of
membrane technology with the performance of high-pressure piston
pumps.
By virtue of its construction features,
it is very reliable and versatile: having no seals or parts subjected to friction, it allows to apply reactive (polyacrylates, Uv, isocyanides…) and
abrasive products with no problems,
forgetting about the typical issues of
piston and bellows pumps (wearing
of rods and seals/bellows). With its
smaller pumping chambers, it is ideal for all traditional applications and
has no equals in terms of cost effectiveness and convenience for frequent color changes.
“Cobra 40-25” is an excellent solution
for all automatic spraying systems in
the wood industry and it is ideal to
feed base coats and catalysts to electronic mixing systems 2K (or 3K) requiring high flow rates. ■

Termolegno (www.termolegno.com),
based in San Giorgio della Richinvelda (Pordenone), has developed a
range of high-quality products in 15
years in business: dryers, pre-dryers,
mini-dryers, steamers and wood
treatment systems. All plants are
provided with advanced equipment
for easier operation and more efficient
monitoring of drying cycles.
The company has carried out accurate studies on the phytosanitary

“Galileo Erp” is a top-level application, dealing with highly requested
topics and guaranteeing good balance between price and performance
presented by Sanmarco Informatica (www.sanmarcoinformatica.it),
company based in Grisignano Di
Zocco (Vicenza). The operational
solution is a market reference for the
following product sectors: engineering industry, with repeat batch production, commission orders, third
party manufacturing, and plant organization; production for chemical
sector and moulding; production of
furniture; production of window
frames, doors and gates; production
of parquet flooring.
“Galileo Erp” has also been translated into many languages and has
been adapted to foreign tax systems.
Sanmarco Informatica numbers
dozens of internationalization projects:
translations and adaptations are
available to the languages and tax
rules of most of the European countries and Usa, Russia and China. ■

treatment of wood in order to provide customers with a valuable product that supports free trade through
the use of wooden packaging in
compliance with Fao’s Ispm 15 standards. Termolegno has studied a
high-quality plant using selected
materials: a special alloy of aluminum, stainless steel and a 100-200
mm-thick (should it be needed) layer of non hygroscopic high-density
mineral fiberglass. Precious natural
materials, resistant to corrosion and
wear, able to withstand abrupt heat
variations and high production rates.
The plant is supplied with a dedicated
software for phytosanitary treatment of wooden packaging. This is
a professional software for historical
trends that delivers customizable
PDF reports for drying and thermal
treatment processes. ■
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CASATI MACCHINE

VEBA MECCANICA

CASOLIN

CONTINUOUS UPDATING

THE NEW PLANER

UNLIMITED LIFE

During the last edition of Xylexpo,
Casati Macchine (www.casatimacchine.com) – company based in
Marnate, near Varese, specialyzing in
the production of woodworking machinery since 1946 – presented the
new butt joining machine “Linea-In
1250”. The machine permits the longitudinal splicing of veneer by gluing
the veneer edge when inserting the
sheets in the machine. It has a sturdy steel structure, device for the automatic alignment of the sheets’
head, gluing unit with special batching devices, feeding veneer tracks,
narrow heated band and it can adjust
the working parameters (speed, drying temperature, compressed air
pressures, electrical power absorption). “Linea-In 1250” is foreseen for
glue cooling unit equipment. This is
suggested for small quantities, for
light coloured materials and when the
jointed veneer will be submitted to
high temperatures (profile wrapping)
or stress (membrane press). ■
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Veba Meccanica (www.veba.it) based
in Longiano (Fc) can boast a 30-yearlong experience in the sector of traditional woodworking machines.
The product range is wide for each machine category: thicknessing planers, surface planers, combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined
saw-spindle moulder, universal combined machines, band-saws.
Further to the current models “S350”,
“S400”, “S500”, “S520”, “S630”, a
new model has been added to the
range of thicknessing planers, the
“S800”, which allows the thickness
planing of boards of maximum width
up to 800 mm and height of 300 mm.
The followings are fitted as standard on
this model: three top feeding rollers, two
on the bottom table, one of which is
motorized, automatic table lifting, electronic digital position indicator and a
feeding speed variator from 4 up to 20
m/minute. All the planning machines,
either surface or thickness, can be
equipped on demand with the cutterhead with inserts, that unlike the cutterhead with classic knives, gives
great advantages in terms of reduced
power consumption during processing,
small chips (eliminating the problem of
clogging the aspiration also with very
soft wood), reduction of noise level,
easy replacement of inserts with no adjustment process. ■

The motor-driven telescopic measuring fence by Casolin (www.casolin.com), based in Torrebelvicino
(Vicenza) and supplied together with
the cross slide and the 10” touch
screen, offers a quick and accurate
system for panel sawing.
The digital display showing the angle
of the telescopic fence (plus or minus
45, 50 degrees) allows the control to
compensate automatically for the
cutting dimensions of tilted cuts.
Also the tilting of the blade automatically compensates for the cutting
lengths of the telescopic fence, which
can be easily positioned on both
sides of the cross slide, while an electronic sensor identifies the position.
The fence – from 90 to 3,000 millimeters – though very light and compact, is extremely rigid and offers 0.1
millimeter accuracy on the dimensions. A special operating system automatically prevents the telescopic
rod from protruding when it is not
used. The accurate mechanical execution of the telescopic measuring
fence is based on sealed ball bearings.
The fence consists of a telescopic flag
with linear guide and a light alloy profile with two special steel sliding
guides running on four rollers with
double angular contact ball rows.
This is a solution patented by Casolin,
offering smooth sliding, unlimited life
and no maintenance. The movements of the machine carriage is
smoother and free of jerks. ■
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UT.MA

CENTAURO

TESY SOFTWARE

TWO NEW GRINDERS

“ALFA”: QUICK AND PRECISE

LAUNCHED “DESMOS”

Ut.ma (www-utma.it), based in Barberino Val d’Elsa (Florence) specializing in the manufacturing of manual tool and cutter grinders, introduced at the Xylexpo fair two
new tool and cutter grinders. The
model “Lc35E
Cnc” has been
projected with
special focus attention at the machine design (ergonomic and compact overall dimensions) working
flexibility. It allows to sharpening with
an easy programming straight cutter,
helical tool and compression bit.
Cnc automatic grinder for circular saw
blades with HM tips model “AL805”
has an ergonomic machine design
with compact overall dimensions
and maximum flexibility and ease operation.
Main technical aspects are the face
and top grind in a single automatic
cycle, the full enclosed cabin with
ability to run oil coolant, a user friendly touch screen control panel and the
capacity to grind circular saw blade
up diameter 800 mm.
The ability of the machine to grind the
face and the top of the saw blade
teeth in a single automatic cycle is
surely the main important application.
This function reduce the time the operator is engaged with the machine
with the advantage he can follow other activities. ■

The new “Alfa” nc milling machine
with 3 axes presented by Centauro
(www.centaurospa.it) – based in Limidi di Soliera (Rimini) – at Xylexpo
2010, features cutting edge technology including interpolated axes
powered by brushless motors, re-circulating ball screws,
linear guides with ball runner blocks.
The machine is extremely versatile
and suitable for a variety of milling operations on window frames or door
stiles, as well as on stair and furniture
components. It ensures quick and
precise operations at all times.
The graphic touch-screen controller
with usb port is especially userfriendly and makes switching between programs very quick and easy.
“Alfa”also offers a big milling capacity
of up to 2800 mm in length at either
0° or 90°. The machine is also sturdy and very compact.
It is available in two different configurations: with milling unit (basic version) and with milling unit + drilling
unit for anuba hinges. ■
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Tesy Software (www.tesysoftware.
com), company based in Treviso, has
been always engaged to the creation,
to the installation, to the starting and
to the training of Cad / Cam solutions
for the modular furniture division and
today presents “Desmos” the last realization of a highly versatile product
for the factory information making and
managing. This tool is extremely easy
to use and can be gradually end easily utilized by the company. It is able to
combine the management flexibility,
that is required by operators of this sector, with the requirements of the Management Systems (Mrp /Erp).
“Desmos”, indeed, can do it using
Management Systems data and planning, supplemented with Cad/Cam
data coming from graphic configurators. “Desmos” creates and distributes
in detail "Lists" from the traditional
printout, to the production labels and
sticker parcel, from the part-programs
of cnc machines to the production
monitors display. "Desmos" in doing
that, highlights and manages even the
smallest event of the production
process in order to generate new
events, or to inform others users that
are at the end of the same process, or
just to return the data to the enterprise
management system. ■

TECNOMEC

COSMEC

STORTI

NEW FACTORY, HIGH QUALITY

RIGIDITY AND VERSATILITY

NAILING REVOLUTION

From January 2004, Tecnomec srl
(www.tecnomecsrl.it) has moved in a
brand new loft complex at Cormons
(Gorizia): 15 employees and management staff are now working in a
modern and functional structure,
glad to welcome any visitor or customer. Obviously, it’s not just a matter of comfort: a technical upgrade
has been operated.
Tecnomec can now deliver its products faster, with the same, usual
quality. Tecnomec woodworking tools
is proud to present “The new generation”, its new line born from the
necessity to combine technology
and innovation with the thirty-year experience in the sector.
Thanks to this the company is able to
offer to our customers not only tools,
but also solutions.
Albert Einstein said: “Sometimes one
pays most for the things one gets for
nothing”. ■

“Flex 60 M” presented by Storti
(www.storti.it), company based in
Motta Baluffi (Cremona), is a mechanical nailing machine with independent heads for decks/two-way
pallets; it is characterized by an automatic adjusting system, high production, reduced consumption of
compressed air and electricity, limitIn an effort to offer his customers the
highest quality, technology and innovation, Cosmec (www.cosmecsrl.com), based in Poggibonsi (Siena),
showed some models which belong
to the wide range of cnc machining.
“Smart30” is an open frame machining centre with movable bars and
vacuum cups, which joins high level characteristics and performances
together to user-friendliness, thanks
to a very innovative graphic interface.
“Conquest 715 5A”(see picture) is
five axis machining centre with bridge
frame (also available with a Z axis=
700 mm) which considerably extends the five axis workings on machines of the same category.
Three axis machining centre with
bridge frame, “Conquest 255” has
been shown in a three slot configuration, router with automatic tool changer, drilling unit and horizontal unit.
The above models complete the
wide range of 3-4-5 routers for wood,
plastic and aluminium processing,
among which we would also like to
highlight the “Fox”, born for nesting
manufacturing, an “entry-level” machine with compact footprint, allowing small shops to take advantage of
cnc technology. ■

“Flex 60”.

ed noise level and high accuracy. The
“Canter Pgs 350” resaw process has
been designed by Storti to produce
a flexible sawmill with small space requirement and labour reduction. It
can run with two cutting configurations: log cutting and log cutting
with prism resaw.
Finally, the three-axes robot: designed to automatically load nailed
decks to a nailing line, it is characterized by simplicity and reduced
space requirement.
Storti also produces different kind of
sorting lines for used pallets. It is possible to offer different simple solutions
with reduced space requirement to
sort out used pallets and if necessary,
to be able to whiten and brand them
in order to conform them after drying
process. ■
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CURSAL

NORDUTENSILI

SAC

MANY NEWS

TALENTED AND CONCRETE

CONSTANT DEVELOPMENT

Cursal (www.cursal.com), a company of San Fior (Treviso) specialized in
the design and manufacture of crosscutting saws and automation, presented at Xylexpo 2010 a showcase

To overcome the troubles of global
economic crisis with optimism, Nordutensili has leveraged the values
that have always been the foundations of its mission, represented by
great attention to tangible and concrete matters. This means focusing on
technology, giving value to ideas
and talent, support tolerance as capacity to see the global market as an
“open” place where you can find useful innovation signals for the growth
of your company.
With this spirit, over one year ago the
company invented and developed a
line of new products that, besides
specific functions, share the same capacity to provide customers with
more convenient and practical solutions and better service.
A market success is the portable tool
grinder, a compact machine for
handicraft workshops and small companies, which allows to have efficient
tools while saving time and costs.
The portable grinder and the new
models of multifunction cutters expand the traditional production of
drills that are also available in the
convenient “Dado” display, particularly suitable for retail stores. ■

The machining center “F30” for
manufacturing wood windows arises
from the strong tradition of Sac machines (www.sacsueri.com), based in
Limidi di Soliera (Modena), adding
new capabilities able to meet the
growing requirements of the market.
Characterized by constant technical
development and research, “F30” can
cope with large orders ensuring a
high capacity by machining two
pieces at the same time, and with
small orders, which require minimizing programming and set-up time,
reached with the automatic change
of spindles.

full of new high tech, with a range of
solutions suitable for different sectors,
from the saw-mill, to the semi finished
for a wide range of productions.
New automatic loading/unloading
systems, stacking/destacking devices combined with Cursal crosscutting lines (see photo with loading
vacuum model “Cvm” integrated to
Cursal push saw series “Trv 1700P”:
the right solution for the packagingwindows industry).
A low cost special saw to cut in quantity and automatically strips coming out
from the multi-rip saw, representing an
interesting solution that allows the
sawmill to turn wastes into profit.
A new model of integrated pushsaw, with the possibility of both fixed
length cutting and different types of
optimized cut (to select qualities
and defects).
Cursal fastest optimizing cross-cut
saw with continuous cycle series
“Trv 2700Eb”, valuable for optimizing
raw planks and finished profiles at the
top speed and accuracy. The line is
often asked combined with optical
scanning of qualities and defects. ■
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The automatic piece rotation device
relieves the operator of jobs which the
increase of wood thickness and,
thus, weight has made heavier and
heavier in time.
The machine, when properly
equipped, allows the production of
pre-squared window elements, still
preserving the possibility to square
the window after assembly, the functions for the production of angled windows have been increased.
“F30” allows complete customization of the operating units, both on
tenoning side with one or 2 spindles
620 mm long, and on profiling side
with 1 our 2 profilers each of them featuring two or three spindles 320 mm
long, all the spindles with optional tool
change, besides a broad range of optional specialized units and accessories. ■

A. FERRARI

TRIAL

ITALIAN DESIGN

ALUMINUM IN FURNITURE

hardware

focus on
“Elite” is a sliding door system developed by Agostino Ferrari
(www.ferrarispa.it), based in Verderio Superiore, near Lecco, a specialist
of furniture accessories offering innovative articles covered by patents.
This mechanism allows to build highend wardrobes with doors offering
smooth and silent sliding thanks to the
use of wheels running on ball bearings.
“Elite” features an exclusive antirunoff safety system and patented
lower cam stops; it is characterized
by high load capacity up to 80 kg.
The system also offers wide-range adjustment for the doors.
The new version includes an optional high-performance shock-absorbing system tested up to 50 thousand
cycles.
“Elite” is available in versions for
two or three doors, up to 50 mm thickness and 17 or 33 millimeter gap from
the ground. ■

Based in Nova Milanese, Trial
(www.trialalluminio.com) specializes
in the machining of aluminum profiles
for the design and production of articles and accessories in the furniture
industry. The company relies on the
collaboration of engineers and architects with longstanding experience
to support customers in the design of
new products.
Trial offers a sliding system with
doors called "Up&Down", based on
rails and covers in two different variants (30 and 50 millimeter height). As
the rail is almost entirely hidden,
you can customize only the cover finishing (silver, electropainting, wood
decoration). The rail is screwed on the
shelf frontally, simply through holes
that are hidden when the cover is installed.
On the 30 millimeters rail, you can apply both aluminum or wooden doors,
while 50 millimeters rails can only carry wooden doors.
Trial has recently launched also the
new sliding system with glazed
frames “Stealth”, allowing to create
all-glass partition walls through the
use of fixed and movable glazing of
equal size, with no additional processing on the glass panes. ■

“Up&Down” system.
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ALDO VALSECCHI

SALICE

GECO PROJECT

QUALITY AND SAFETY

LATEST NEWS

100% MADE IN ITALY

Avo (www.avo.it) is a historical brand
by Aldo Valsecchi, based in Gravellona Toce, in the Verbano Cusio Ossola province, specializing in the production of wheels and castors. Since
1943 the company has been manufacturing products complying with international standards, in order to provide high quality and safety levels.
Avo manufactures steel and stainless
steel castors using mechanical and
hydraulic presses with transfer and
progressive dies; plastic wheels using injection molding presses; cast
iron and aluminum wheels with
polyurethane coating. On automatic
production lines, the company assembles rubber wheels on metal
flanges, industrial castors and furniture castors. A quality and environmental management system offers
accurate and certified intermediate
controls that guarantee compliance
with the strictest industry standards
worldwide.
The latest innovation by the company is the world’s first eco-sustainable
wheel, an ideal product for industrial and household applications. The
technical specifications are the same
as a standard wheel made on injection presses, but 70 percent of its material comes from recycled materials,
offering 64 percent energy saving. ■
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A new product has been added to the
recent line of furniture door decelerators "Smove", produced by the
Novedrate-based company Salice
(www.salice.com), near Como.
Available both with and without assembly stop devices, the new cruciform “Smoveholder” can be screwed
to the top or bottom panel of the cabinet. It is recommended to use only one
system for each door, choosing among
three models. The first, with lower decelerating force, is designed for doors
made of particularly light materials; the
second is ideal for kitchen doors with
two hinges, and the third, with higher
decelerating force, for doors with
three or more hinges. Should you
use hinges with arm 0, arm 5 and arm
9, it is necessary to place the “Smoveholder” with assembly stop devices,
with its wing in contact with the side
of the cabinet. For hinges with arm 17,
“Smoveholder” should be places without assembly stop devices, moving the
drilling backwards by the same distance as the door thickness and inwards until eliminating any contact with
the open door.
The new system is provided with a decelerator stroke adjustment that offers
the same braking effect as when it is
combined with doors of different
widths and weight. ■

Geco Project, the company based in
Vedano al Lambro (Monza e Brianza)
which has recently become the only
and exclusive owner of Erbadesign
brand (www.erbadesign.it), presents
the plastic angle piece with cover
(white, nut, black, grey and ochre)
model “Erbadesign 2770” that has
been recently renovated in its design.
The cover has been connected to the
body to optimize product handling for
retailers as well as for users.
The flexibility of the company allows
to get in touch with business organizations of different kinds and thanks
to the brand new synergy, Ge.Co.
project is presenting the new 100%
made in Italy wheels for use in light
and medium applications, dual
wheels, specific wheels for furniture
items and wheels for supermarket
carts. ■

CINETTO

PERIN

CITTERIO GIULIO

FOR MINIMAL DESIGN

“MADE IN ITALY”

SOFT COLLECTION

“P22” is the new sliding door system
consisting of an aluminum frame
with a front glass or panel, proposed
by Cinetto (www.cinetto.it) based in
Rubano near Padova, specializing in
furniture hardware.

Perin (www.perinspa.com), based in
Albina di Gaiarine near Treviso, is a
specialist in the field of technical-functional and decorative accessories for
the furniture industry.
Perin has recently launched “VertMove”, a system for doors with vertical motion. The peculiarity of this
product is that, having no back counterweight to open the door, it only
takes little space (9 centimeters) at
the top of the furniture, leaving the rest
of the container totally free.
“DesignMove” is a new series of upward-opening Pneus gas springs and
downward-opening Hidro oil springs,
featuring a brand new design of the
heads that connect to the furniture side
and door, and the possibility to have
both basic colors – aluminum, matte
nickel, glossy chrome – and custompainted for significant volumes. For
smaller quantities, special dimensions
and regulations can be requested to
solve specific situations that standard
products cannot handle. ■

The doors are adjustable in height by
up to about 1.5 millimeters and can
reach a maximum weight of 15 kg
each.
The system is available for furniture
with 30 or 35 millimeters shelves: the
doors are delivered in the dimensions
requested by the customer and ready
to assemble.
The Cinetto applications effectively
solves the problem of sliding doors
applied to open furniture like bookshelves and drawer chests; thanks to
the particular shape of the door, the
sliding profiles and the structure of the
door are hidden from view, giving the
opportunity to obtain a minimal and
fully customizable design. ■

“VertMove”.

For over fifty years, Citterio Giulio
(www.citteriogiulio.com) has been
manufacturing furniture handles with
new shapes, ideas and materials.
Each creation by Citterio Giulio has
contributed to the company’s history since 1945, leveraging the full potential of handles. Each project starts
with an accurate study that allows to
achieve a wide range of finishes at
competitive prices.
The latest news include the rubber
handle models “8/1100”, “8/1102”,
“8/1103” and “8/1104”, which belong
to the new “Soft Collection” for children bedrooms. The main peculiarity of these handles is the use of nonhazardous materials like rubber, for
an environment that is also dedicated to play and where children safety shall come first.
This collection is characterized by the
versatility of colors, whereby you
can use the same rubber body of the
handle combined with a metal insert
of any color. ■
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OMMAR

CITTERIO LINE

MACO

RELIABLE AND ACCURATE

FANCY AND ELEGANCE

RELIABILITY IN THE YEARS

Based in Renate (Milan), Citterio Line
(www.citterioline.com) has recently
launched some new models to respond to the ever increasing demands of Italian and international customers.
The new proposals can be divided
into four categories: large handles
and modular handles with variable
and custom lengths and interaxis;
handles for exclusive furniture, in-

For over 50 years, Maco (www.maco.it),
based in Seregno near Milan, has
been working in the Italian and international market of furniture hardware and accessories and producing
magnetic closures, push-latches,
wheels, slides, shelf supports, cable
glands and small hardware.
In early 2010 the company has completed the development of the new
embedded push-latches that had
been previewed at Sicam 2009 with
a couple of prototypes. These products are available in a version with
magnet (model “0686”) and with
shock absorber (model “0687”). The
neodymium magnet push-latch
should be combined with a push
hinge (with reverse spring), while the
model with shock absorber is recommended for conventional hinges.
Their main peculiarity is that they can
be adjusted by up to three millimeters,
perfectly adapting to any cabinet door
and ensuring excellent operation for
many years. Maco’s wide range of
push-latches, to be applied or embedded, was created to respond to
customers who wanted to open furniture doors without handles, using a
reliable, efficient, elegant and, of
course, compact product. ■

Based in Romano d’Ezzelino (Vicenza), Ommar (www.ommar.it) has
been working since 1970 in the Italian and global market as a specialist in the production of style furniture
accessories: hinges, locks, latches,
plates, sliders, door straighteners
and many more articles, most of
which covered by patents. When
possible, the company also makes
custom products with different features than standard ones.
Since 2007, Ommar has started to
produce also door and window accessories: door hinges, strips, bolts,
latches, shutter stops and other accessories, to meet the needs of new
customers.
The top products of the company include “Scorrevole”, a high-quality accessory for sliding doors with highload capacity (40 kg per unit), silent
and easy to adjust through a front nut.
The product is complete with accessories, lower and upper rail, both
available in aluminum with different
anodizing treatments and in plastics.
Ommar also offers a range of standard accessories with high-end “Luxury” finish to meet the requirements
of top-class customers. ■
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cluding a new hardened glass model and new items with crystal decorations; stylish handles, especially
created to meet the requests of international customers; handles and
knobs with simple, practical and
functional look.
Fancy, elegance and sophistication
are the distinctive features of these
new articles.
These handles perfectly fit into any
environment, they are beautiful and
available with the most popular finishing treatments (polished chrome
and satin nickel), as well as in lacquered chrome and matte nickel
versions, black, white (glossy and
matte) and new trendy colors (violet,
purple, blue and crude oil). ■

LIVENZA

LEMI

GIEFFE

RECOGNIZED QUALITY

QUALITY OF DESIGN

INNOVATION AT THE BASE

“Atacama J”.

Established in the late Seventies at
Maron di Brugnera (Pordenone), Ferramenta Livenza has grown into a
major manufacturer in the industry of
furniture accessories. Their products
are innovative, covered by patents and
awarded for their design and technology levels; significant examples are
the prizes won by “Atacama J” and
“Elefant” at the latest Interzum.
“Atacama J” is a leveler with incorporated joining system particularly
suitable for cabinets, bookshelves
and modular systems. Its advanced
shape and technical features ensure great strength in terms of load
capacity and pulling resistance. Applied to the bottom of a cabinet, it
joins the bottom and side, leveling out
the furniture with a single 8 mm hole,
which also improves the visual impact
of the furniture.
“Elefant” is a new type of support that,
with its innovative features, strong
drawing (4 to 8 millimeters) and easy
mounting, is particularly suitable for
partition walls, heavy cabinets, office
and kit furniture. With its one-piece
construction, “Elefant” is an alternative to traditional jointing systems. ■

Based in Barberino Val D'elsa near
Florence, Lemi (www.lemi.net) offers
the new modular system to furnish
base and column units, a collection
called “Segno”. Using one module,
you can equip a base unit, while several stacked modules can be used to
furnish columns of any height. Each
module is provided with full-extraction
guides having 30 or 50 kg load capacity, with shock absorber, to be fastened to the furniture side. The modules are also equipped with an electric system that extracts the column
as soon as the door is open enough.
There are several clear benefits for
furniture manufacturers: application
on the furniture side makes installation simple, fast and accurate; the
load is distributed on the side rather
than at the center of the base, with a
dramatic reduction of stress for the
furniture case; the door separated
from the structure eliminates all position adjustment and variation problems due to the weight of the content.
There are several benefits for users
as well. For instance, it is no longer
necessary to extract and even rotate
very heavy structures. And if you decide to install a motor, there are different types of operation available. ■

Gieffe (www.gieffe-italy.com) – division of Formenti e Giovenzana
(ww.fgv.it) based in Veduggio con
Colzano (Monza and Brianza) specializing in the production of equipment for kitchen furniture, hardware,
mechanisms in general and semi-finished products for the furniture industry – has recently developed an
“innovation at the base”, i.e. a new
type of fixture for table legs (patent
pending).
The “innovation” is the locking accessory, specifically conceived to
achieve maximum stability and to allow easy application during table assembling.
The Gieffe connection plate has an
original shape and plays an essential function for the connection to the
wood tabletop. It can be used for one
single top or, as a result of its technical peculiarity, also to join two or
three tabletops.
Legs with 50,60 and 80 mm diameter can also be used, with available
finishes in chrome, brass, brushed,
pearl nickel, matte chrome, white,
black and Ral 9006 aluminum. ■
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focus on hardware

LAMBERT

GRUPPO POZZI

MECCANOPLASTICA

30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

A RELIABLE PARTNER

IN LINE WITH TIMES

Based in Cremnago di Inverigo
(Como), Gruppo Pozzi (www.gruppopozzi.it) – including Pozzi Ferramenta, System Holz and Metal Stampi
– is specializing in furniture hardware.
The company has always responded
to new market requirements, offering
a wide range of products with high
quality and reliability standards recognized at international level.
The group’s portfolio includes the adjustable sliding system “Evolution
System”, characterized by an automatic device to lock the lower carriage. The lower carriage is provided
with a safety system that prevents the
accidental release of the door, while
the upper carriage is provided with
a device that prevents the door from
running off track. This patent-pending system features a device to retrieve the door and close it softly, while
also adjusting the orthogonal position
of the outer door. ■

Today, La Meccanoplastica (www.lameccanoplastica.it) – certified according to Iso 9001-9008 – besides
offering a complete range of accessories made of molded thermoplastic and thermosetting materials
(knobs, handles, flywheels), has expanded the 2010 catalog with the ad-

Based in Nova Milanese, Lambert
(www.lambert.it) is a company specializing in the production of metal
profiles for the furniture and lighting
industries.
It has been operating in the furniture
industry for over thirty years, producing technical and decorative profiles than can be used as frames,
edges, furniture doors, glass stops
and external frames in general, in all
applications requiring particular decorative finishing.
With a constant focus on customers
and market requirements, Lambert
has recently launched the profile
“1452” and the corresponding angle
accessory “9452”, available for materials of any thickness and anodized
aluminum in all finishes. It is an effective product offering easy application through the use of
polyurethane glues.
Among other products provided by
the company, we can find the glass
stops “Squadra” (model “1433”),
“Huniko” (model “1390”) and “1055”,
the wood-aluminum profile “Iris”
(model “3557”) for cabinet doors, and
a series of decorative profiles for
doors that are exported to many
countries around the world.
The company is certified to Uni En Iso
9001 2000. ■
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dition of new articles, including articulated leveling feet with and without anti-slipping rubber, hinges, safety handles, ellipse U-handles.
The company based in Calolziocorte (near Lecco) is also a partner
for the subcontracting of molded
technical items made of plastics,
thermoplastic and thermosetting materials.
There are two major news from La
Meccanoplasta. The first one is a leveling foot with articulated stem
that can be used both as a bearing
and fastened to the ground. The
threaded stems are made in a single
size of ball articulation, offering the
possibility to assemble any stem
size on each base.
The second novelty is the clip hinge
without metal rotation pin, designed
to be used with not heavy loads. ■

AGB ALBAN G.

MERONI

SILENT CLOSURES

AN IDEA IN MIND

hardware for doors and windows

focus on
“Polaris” is the new lock with magnetic operation produced by Agb Alban Giacomo (www.agb.it), particularly suitable for interior doors with
modern design and essential lines.
“Polaris” expands the product series
“Mediana Agb”, introducing a magnetic variant of the popular “Mediana”
with mechanical operation, preserving the original features of silent
closing and accurate mechanical
coupling. Thanks to the use of innovative materials and the accuracy of
internal mechanisms, the lock is very
silent when opening and closing.
“Polaris” also has no front protrusions
thanks to the fully recessed bolt inside
the box, flush with the door panel.
Agb has focused on the versatility of
locks by designing innovative striking
plates that, using new materials and
boasting minimal shapes and dimensions, combine visual impact
with efficient and accurate closure.
Besides having compact dimensions, the “Polaris” striking plates are
versatile and easy to mount. ■

Serrature Meroni (www.serraturemeroni.it ), based in Lentate sul
Seveso near Milan, has launched
“Combina” – the first knob resulting
from the collaboration between Serrature Meroni and Poli.Design-Politecnico di Milano – which revisits the
concept, shape and ergonomics of
the knob using the same “PremiApri”
(press-and-open) mechanism that
has been in use for over 35 years.
In “Combina”, all the upper part is tilting and works like a big button.
Now, to operate the “PremiApri”
mechanism and open the door, you
only have to grab the knob and apply light pressure: ergonomic features
are even simpler and intuitive. This
button is available in a wide range of
custom colors and finishes to be combined with the lower body (also produced in multiple versions) and it is
interchangeable.
In the new anti-bacteria version
made with special polymers, “Combina” is highly indicated for all places
(hospitals, nursing homes-SNUs,
kindergartens and schools) where hygiene and prevention of the transmission of potentially pathogenic microorganisms are essential. ■
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CONTACTS

COLOMBO

VENEROTA

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION

NO MORE HOUSE-BREAKING

Based in Terno d’Isola near Bergamo,
Colombo Design ( www.colombodesign.it) specialize in the production of handles for doors and windows, among other things. A typical
example of “made in Italy”, Colombo
Design export to 66 Countries around
the world (accounting for 45-50 percent of turnover), mainly through authorized distributors.
The corporate philosophy is based on
the search for quality as a result of
creativity and technological innova-

international

The
easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...
info@xylon.it

tion, and the products are distinguished by a very peculiar design.
The “Bold” series of handles for
doors and windows, created by designers Pio and Tito Toso, features
straight lines with slightly softened angles and a constant curve that creates a harmonic wave. The “Bold” line
is made of brass in chrome and
satin chrome finishes.
Designed by Luta Bettonica and Giancarlo Leone, the “Isy” series of handles is characterized by a slender
and wavy grip, in chrome and satin
chrome finishes.
Colombo Design products are manufactured using eco-friendly processes, as certified by the Green Made
brand. ■

Safety and exclusiveness are two
benefits offered by Lecco-based
Ferramenta Venerota (www.venerota.it) with the launch of the new
“Keso 2000s Ω Pk19”, a high-safety cylinder built using advanced
technology. With stainless steel details the cylinder offers protection
against typical house-breaking techniques, including drilling, snatching
and bumping. The profile, made exclusively for Ferramenta Venerota, allows the controlled duplication of
keys, i.e. only with the owner’s authorization and through the sales
channel where the cylinder was purchased.
The “Keso” series cylinders are available from stock in different sizes, in
stainless steel or Sidrametal versions and in three types: standard, for
knobs and half-cylinder. Upon request, an enciphering program can
be prepared according to the specific
requirements of final users.
The “Keso” cylinders are offered at
more favorable conditions if combined with security armored doors. ■

OLIVARI

REGUITTI

SALICE PAOLO

DESIGN HANDLES

MORE SECURITY

ENVIRONMENT PROTAGONISTS

Olivari (www.olivari.it) – based in Borgomanero near Novara, founded in
1911 – has been specializing over the
years in the creation and production
of brass, bronze and nickel silver handles for doors and windows. Recently, the company has launched
“Denver”, a brass handle designed
by Daniel Libeskind.
The handle is available in different
variations: with hot-forged, turned,
broach seat, sanding with decreasing grain up to polishing and satin finishing.
“Denver” is available for doors with
rosette and Cremone bolt, and it is
equipped with the security device Dk.
It is made of brass with chromed, matte chromed and satin SuperInox finishes.
Symbolically, this design handle is a
combination of urban environment
and structures of mineral origin. ■

Reguitti ( www.reguitti.it) – based in
Agnosine (Brescia) and specializing in the production of furniture accessories and
complements
– offers new
anti-burglary
systems “Dk
C67” and “Dk
C70”, consisting of a cylinder
with a convenient key lock to
provide maximum security for home
windows, preventing burglars from
opening them from the outside by
simply breaking the lock.
The new “Dk C67” and “Dk C70” systems have the same ciphering for key
and cylinder, so that only one key can
open and close all windows provided with DK system. The “Dreh Kipp”
is available for selected models and
finishes: “Dk C70” is available in
lacquered polished brass, satin brass
and chromed satin brass, while “Dk
C67” is supplied in the same variants
plus vintage style finishes including
antique brass, scratched bronze
brass, old silver and rustic brass.
“Dk C67” and “Dk C70” use a 8/7x35
mm metal and iron mechanism and
are available also with 8/7x80 millimeters metal and iron mechanism to
be cut to size. ■

Based in Cantù (Como), Salice Paolo (www.salicepaolo.it) has been
specializing for years in the handicraft
production of door/window handles
and furniture decorations. The company has always been working with
brass, initially with the production of
furniture items, and then, in the past
two decades, with handles, furniture
and bathroom accessories.
To embellish the interior and exterior
environments of any house, Salice
Paolo offers handles, knobs, grips,
sets for entrance doors, furniture
decorations and bathroom complements. These elements, characterized by high quality and excellent design, meet the requirements of customers by adding a personal and elegant touch to any environment.
The company’s offer includes a range
of handles divided into different series – “Classic”, “Modern” and “Designer” – and a bathroom line consisting of four series inspired to different periods and styles. ■
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FLOORING

SOFTWARE

ELEGANCE
OUTDOOR
Leading company based in
Cermenate, near Como, operating in the woodworking industry for over eighty years,
Bellotti has recently launched
“Larideck®”, modular timber
flooring for outdoor environments suitable for every requirement and incorporating an exclusive, resistant
technology.
Thanks to easy installation
and removal, and its versatility, “Larideck®” is an ideal
‘standalone’ solution to apply
on every outdoor surface,
from swimming-pool edges,
garden paths and gazebos
to terraces and verandas. It
is also used for the flooring of
saunas and common areas
in fitness, wellness centers,
thermal and seaside prem-

ises. “Larideck®” is obtained
by profiling timber boards on
four sides, later on assembled by screwing them onto
a polypropylene support.
Modules can be combined
by simply jointing their grates
and installed using two methods: like ship decks, in one
single direction, and like a
chessboard, with orthogonal crossing of the single
grates.
Available in different timber
essences (including thermal-processed Lati, Iroko,
Mahogany, Doussié and
Teak), this modular flooring is
produced using top-quality
materials, with timber coming
exclusively from controlled or
sustainably managed plantations. ■
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“ALPHACAM”:
IDEAL SOFTWARE
In the field of nc machine
programming, with its “AlphaCam” (www.alphacam.it)
software package, Licom
Systems is a renowned brand
all around the world. Like
every year, the updated, enhanced version of “Alphacam” is released to meet the
needs of today’s and future
customers. “AlphaCam 2010
R2” includes several new features thought for different key
sectors in the processing of
doors and windows, furniture
and semifinished products
made of timber, from the design stage up to 5-axis processing and related simulation. Special attention has
been devoted to those who
use “AlphaCam” as an automatic system to increase and
simplify the production of customized details. The key new
entry is the evolution of “AlphaCam Gpa” (automated
production management), the
ideal complement for the “AlphaCam” assisted production of doors, windows, furniture for the nautic and trailer industry, living-room chair

“Gpa” with bar code readers
for automated door production.

frames, and in general wherever product shapes are always different, yet often made
of the same material and
therefore processed through
the same sequence and using
the same tools. Using “Gpa”
is even easier thanks to the
chance to connect bar code
readers to the environment to
speed up the stage of data
entry without risk of errors. So
“Gpa” can be considered as
a real “engine” able to enhance the production of customized details coming both
from “AlphaCam” – parametric and non-parametric – and
Dxf/Dwg files or 3D solid models. In the field of interior design and special panels, a set
of special keys is available to
produce panels with waveshapes, both for 3 and 5axis machines, which best
meet the needs of architects
and designers who, thanks to
it, can unleash their full creativity potential. ■
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ECONOMY

A YEAR TO FORGET,
WAITING FOR RECOVERY
For made-in-Italy mechanical capital goods, 2009 will remain as one of the worst
years in history, with heavy reductions due to the global economic crisis.
However, there are resources for recovery, starting from the competitive
capacity of Italian companies in all markets. That’s what Federmacchine said.
2009 was a year to forget for the industry of capital goods, down by 30 percent in sales on international and domestic markets for Italian manufacturers and importers. A bad result that followed
the stagnation of 2008, which represented the first
stage of global financial and economic crisis.
These results can be found in the 2009 report of
Federmacchine, the Italian federation that gathers the associations of manufacturers of capital
goods for industrial and handicraft manufacturing
processes. Besides Acimall (woodworking machinery), Federmacchine includes Acimac (machines and tools for ceramics), Acimga (machines
for graphic arts, paper and similar), Acimit (textile machinery), Assocomaplast (machines and
molds for plastic materials and rubber), Assofluid (hydraulic and pneumatic equipment manufacturers and suppliers), Assomac (machines for
shoes, leather and tanning), Confindustria Marmomacchine-Assomarmomacchine (machines
and equipment for natural stones), Gimav (machines and accessories for glass), Ucima (packaging machinery), Ucimu-Sistemi per produrre
(machine tools, robots and automation) and Unacoma (agricultural machinery). This observatory offers an all-round view of the general development of made-in-Italy mechanical capital
goods. Preliminary figures processed by the
Federation indicate that the overall value of production dropped by 29.3 percent compared to a
stagnating year like 2008, down to 28.9 billion Euro
(equal to 1.9 percent of Gdp) and shrinking
turnover for all associations, that gather 6,600 companies approximately. Export also stopped at 18.5
billion euros, losing 30.9 percent (+0.6 percent in
2008), while domestic sales decreased by 26.1
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percent, down to 10.3 billion (-1.1 percent in 2008).
We should ponder on these figures, as foreign
sales of made-in-Italy machinery represent a 5.1
percent share of total Italian export, which goes
up to 6.4 percent if you consider exported goods
only. Also import shrank heavily, down to 4.2 billion euros by 39.3 percent, (it was -4.2 percent in
2008), as well as apparent consumption, equal to
14.6 billion, -30.5 percent (-2.2 percent in 2008),
related to the trend of the domestic market in Italy.

THE SHARES OF MECHANICAL
CAPITAL GOODS IN 2009

LOOKING ABROAD
Export propensity is the distinctive feature of Italian mechanical capital goods manufacturers in all
associations: based on preliminary figures, export
accounts for 64.2 percent of turnover, while all sectors within Federmacchine have a turnover-toexport ratio above 55 percent, with peaks close to
90 percent. Ucimu, for instance, leads the ranking
with 87 percent. Acimall is at number six with 70.9
percent, behind Acimga (79.3 percent), Acimit (77
percent), Acimac (73.5 percent) and Assomac (73.3
percent). Ucimu is at 60.7 percent. On the whole,
as stated in the Federmacchine report, the crisis
turned the clock of capital goods back to 2003, after five years in a row with increasing trade balance
results, now standing at a positive result of 14.2 billion euros, down by 27.9 percent from 2008. It
should be considered that – an important result for
Italian economy according to the Federation – the
overall trade balance of goods in 2009 was passive by 4.1 billion euros, with only two active sectors: Furniture and clothing (+15.9 billion euros) and
Mechanical machinery and equipment (+36.1 billion Euros), the latter including the Federmacchine
machines.
Export is still the basic factor to draw a picture of

On Gdp

On total export

On goods export

On industry employees*

* 2008 figure
Source: Federmacchine figures based on Istat, Ice statistics.

the trend of Italian capital goods. In 2009, the development of foreign trade based on Istat figures
from nine of the twelve associations belonging to
Federmacchine (approximately 75 percent of total
export) recorded a fast decrease in the first nine
months of the year; the lowest point was touched
in the second quarter (with a decrease by 30 percent), while in the third quarter there were already
signs of a slight improvement. Import had a different
development, suffering from stronger reduction,
namely over 10 percent more than export: the quarterly trend was similar to foreign sales (which is not
surprising, according to the Federmacchine report,
considering the global scope of the economic crisis), with a minimum level in the second quarter,
down by 42.8 percent. In the third quarter, instead,
the extent of shrinkage went down to 34.5 percent.

INDUSTRY TREND 2007-2009 (million euros)
Production
Export
Domestic sales
Import
Apparent consumption

2007
40,851
26,692
14,159
7,438
21,597

2008
40,861
26,853
14,008
7,123
21,131

2009*
28,908
18,551
10,357
4,326
14,683

08/07
0.0%
+0.6%
-1.1%
-4.2%
-2.2%

09/08
-29.3%
-30.9%
-26.1%
-39.3%
-30.5%

* preliminary figures.
Source: Federmacchine, the capital goods industry in 2009.
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ECONOMY

PROPENSITY TO EXPORT
BY INDUSTRY SECTORS IN 2009*

Export/Production

* Preliminary figures.
Source: Federmacchine, the capital goods industry in 2009.

MECHANICAL CAPITAL GOODS EXPORT IN 2009
(variations from the same period of previous year)

First quarter

Second quarter

Third quarter

Source: processing of data from Federmacchine associations.

COMPETITION IS OPEN
When you talk about foreign trade, you mainly talk
about the competitiveness of Italian industry in the
global scenario. Despite the crisis, export is still a
“field of success” for Italian mechanical engineering companies, which have a peculiar structure compared to their European competitors, in a scenario
where the European Union is the world’s top region
for machinery production and consumption.
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The Federmacchine report is based on figures coming from the Eurostat site (27-country Eu) and referring to 2007, the last year so far available. Figures refer to the Nace Dk sector “Machinery and
equipment”, which is the most similar to mechanical capital goods though larger. In terms of Gdp,
Italy accounts for 12.5 percent of total European income, at place number four behind Germany, Uk
and France. In the manufacturing industry, Germany
is still at number one with 25.8 percent, followed by
Italy up by two positions with 13.8 percent, surpassing France and Uk. Focusing further on machinery, Germany confirmed to be the leader with
33.75 percent, followed by Italy with 18 percent,
which reasserts the central role of mechanical engineering in the international industrial scenario;
France comes third with 10.1 percent, at number for
the United Kingdom with 8.3 percent. The same
ranking applies for employment: in Germany, the employees of the machinery industry are 29.5 percent
of total employees in Europe, in Italy 15.3 percent,
in Uk and France less than 10 percent.
The picture of the analysis by Federmacchine
changes if you look at the number of active companies: Italy alone has 41,497 companies, equal to
23.5 percent of European companies, with a high
level of desegregation, followed by Germany with
21,043 companies and 11.9 percent, characterized
by organizations three times bigger in terms of
turnover and twice bigger in terms of employees
compared to the European average (which are 21.2
employees and 3.9 million euros respectively).
Other countries have even less companies: the United Kingdom (12,856 companies) and France

MECHANICAL CAPITAL GOODS IMPORT
(variations from the same period of previous year)

First quarter

Second quarter

Third quarter

Source: processing of data from Federmacchine associations.

(16,228) with shares close to or above the European
average in terms of turnover. Italian and Spanish
companies, respectively at 77 and 56 percent of average turnover, are far behind, but Federmacchine
underlined that their smaller dimensions compared to the main competitors do not prevent Ital-

ian companies from achieving top efficiency levels.
It is not mere chance that turnover per employee,
with a European average at 183 thousand euros, is
actually 215 thousand euros for Italian companies,
which come after France (225 thousand) but before
Germany (209 thousand). ■

THE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY IN EUROPE IN 2007

Italy
Germany
France
Spain
United Kingdom
Others Eu
27-Eu

Number
of companies
41,497
21,043
16,228
14,650
12,856
70,610
176,884

Avg. turnover*
3
11
4.4
2.2
4.4
2.4
3.9

Avg. number
of employees
13.9
52.6
19.4
13
21.9
18.3
21.2

Turnover
per employee**
215
209
225
171
203
133
183

* million euros
** thousand euros
Source: processing of Eurostat data.

ITALY’S RELEVANCE IN EUROPE
Gdp
Industry
Machinery

Germany
19.6%
25.8%
33.7%

United Kingdom
16.5%
10.1%
8.3%

France Italy Spain
15.3% 12.5% 8.5%
13.5% 13.8% 7.8%
10.3%
18% 4.7%

Others 27-EU
27.5%
29%
24.9%

Source: processing of Eurostat data.
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FAIRS

LIVENZA DISTRICT:
SICAM AND SAMULEGNO
Over 800 manufacturers, with
more than 10 thousand workers and employees and a
turnover of around 2.500 million euros: these are the
most relevant figures drawing
up the updated outlook of the
Livenza District, which extends over the Italian
provinces of Pordenone, Treviso and partially Venice.
First in Italy, this district has
been awarded of the Emas
Certification in July 2006. But
apart from this recognition
and its meaning, this is a big
district that is wondering
about the directions to take to
get out of the crisis.
According with a recent study
realized by the Research institute Spin 360 of Milan (Federico Brugnoli), the competitiveness challenge requires
to be played using different
approaches, such as the
joint-ventures (asserted by 36
percent of the sample companies), a new corporate culture (24 percent), new and
updated corporate strategies (20 percent), and finally through an improvement of
the relationships between

companies, opinion leaders,
designers and consumers
(16 percent). The North-East
of Italy is the area where
more than 4 thousand PMEs
dealing in the furniture business, with some 40 thousand workers, constitute the
most attractive part of the Italian production of furniture,
components and parts.
Pordenone Fiere refers to
the furniture industry as one
of the pillars of its own events
calendar: the second edition
of Sicam is growing up day
by day, having already exceeded the number of 330
international exhibitors who
have confirmed their participation at the event scheduled from 20 through 23 October, 2010. And the organisers assume that Sicam will
take up a net area of about
12 thousand square meters:
the furniture world is looking
for a really significant exhibition, the most important
this year in the world, with the
widest updated range of
components and parts for
the furniture manufacturing

Sicam 2009.
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Samulegno 2009.

available for designers and
manufacturers.
More than 80 percent of the
exhibitors who participated at
the first Sicam in Pordenone
in 2009 confirmed their participation: this is an immediate witness of the attractiveness of the Livenza district,
even in critical moments of
the international markets.
There is also a strong presence of new companies that
have decided to attend the
event for the first time (so far
25 percent of exhibitors); a
new exhibition, preparing its
second edition, which has already become a reference in
the international calendar of
all industries involved.
Pordenone Fiere is working
also to organize the 18th edition of Samulegno, the International exhibition of
woodworking machinery and
technologies. The Pordenone Fair, since many years,
represents a privileged business point: the Pordenone
show has always been attended by all major market
leaders in mechanical ma-

chining, plastic materials and
furniture production.
The next Samulegno, as recovery starts to give some
early timid signals, promises
to be much more than the
event we saw at the climax of
the crisis, in February 2009.

“Pordenone, located at the
center of the most important
Italian manufacturing District for the furniture industry
– the ceo of Pordenone Fiere
Alessandro Zanetti said –
represents the most significant part of the National
market, that is one of the
most important for design,
manufacturing capacity applied innovation and quality
of the product. That’s the
reason why the most important components manufacturers chose Sicam and due
to the same reason, also the
leading manufacturers of
woodworking machinery and
technologies will remain (or
come back) to Pordenone”.
“Bravery is required to innovate and to compete: in our
district, entrepreneurs are
ready for this challenge –
Zanetti continued – They understand that this is the only
way they have now to face
an international market which
is day by day more competitive. And Pordenone Fiere
will steadily assist them, offering opportunities to be
privileged actors in this so
difficult market contest”. ■

TECHNOLOGY

NEWS FROM BIESSE GROUP
KEEPING UP WITH TIMES!
Even in troubled times like these, you cannot surrender
to the temptation of “pulling back the oars” and wait for the storm to pass.
Biesse Group is a clear example.
There’s a lot going on at Biesse, the Pesarobased industrial group that needs no introduction.
A period of intensive activity, not only for product innovation, as discussed in the next pages, but also
in terms of philosophy, strategy, market approach,
focus on topical issues that are having an increasing impact on the woodworking technology planet.

ABOUT GREEN ECONOMY
Let’s start with an initiative we can include among
the guidelines of a very popular topic of discussion
like “green economy”. In the past few weeks, Biesse
Group has launched the Green project for the production of solutions with high technological contents.
This means, basically, special attention devoted to
the concept, design and construction of machinery and plants to cut energy consumption, ensuring tangible and measurable saving to customers, besides representing a big step towards
higher environmental safeguard.
Biesse has decided to give a strong and tangible
signal for the full recognition of the importance of
environmental issues and to build the corporate philosophy around them, evolving from a technology
to an eco-technology company: sustainable tech-

The single-side edgebanding
machine “Roxyl”.

nology that, at the same
time, is affordable for customers. Ecology becomes
an integral part of Biesse
technology and, to represent this concept, the company has created the “technology” logo with black
and green letters (see picture on page 61), which
also incorporates the word
“ecology”.
The latest generation of
Biesse machines are designed to reduce consumption and pollution,
through the optimization of
working operations and carbon dioxide emissions. The distinctive features of new energy-saving technology by Biesse are: smart power management, which allows to adapt machinery performance to production requirements; automatic
stand-by (the devices not involved in machining operations reduce their energy consumption); constant
consumption monitoring, allowing more accurate
management of the machines;
energy regeneration (allowing
to recycle a portion of the kinetic energy of the power spindle motor to be converted into
electric energy); the optimized
operation of vacuum pumps,
meaning that vacuum is activated only in the areas where
it is actually necessary; optimized air intake, allowing to activate only the intake hoods on
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BIESSE GROUP
The Biesse group operates in the market of machinery and systems involved in processing wood, glass and stone. Founded in
Pesaro in 1969 by Giancarlo Selci, Biesse spa has been listed
in the Star segment of the Italian Stock Exchange since 2001.
The company offers modular solutions that range from the design
of turnkey systems for large furniture manufacturers to individual automatic machines and workstations for small- and medium-sized companies, to the design and sale of individual hightech components.
Thanks to its orientation towards innovation and research, over
the years Biesse has perfected a highly efficient manufacturing
process capable of developing products and modular solutions
that can meet the varied needs of a broad customer base.
As a multinational organization, the Biesse group markets its products through a network of subsidiaries and branch offices located
in strategic markets. The branch offices ensure specialized after-sales service to the customers, while also developing and carrying out feasibility studies and market research aimed at developing new products. Biesse Group employs over 2,200 people in different production facilities in Pesaro, Alzate Brianza, Bergamo and Bangalore, and 30 branch offices in Europe, North America, Asia and Oceania.
The group also has about 300 resellers and agents covering more
than 100 countries.

“Printex”,
the automatic
boring machine
by BiesseArtech.

the operating groups. There is also a system that
controls the interruption of compressed air, so that
when the machine is not running, the pneumatic system is fully isolated and, therefore, there are no
leaks. All of this and other tricks allow to achieve
a reduction of carbon dioxide emissions that can
reach up to 30 tons per year per machine.
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The new working cell “Rover B Wms”
for flexible window production.

THE “B-CUBED” LINE
Consistently with this approach, Biesse has started an important collaboration with companies
Beckhoff and Bosch Rexroth, leading to the creation of “B-cubed line”, machines with low-consumption, high-efficiency motors.
The partnership of these three companies offers a
number of benefits to customers, starting from the
interchangeability and small number of operators
required to start up and operate the line, which
means cutting installation costs and times through
simplification and improved connectivity among different elements and aggregates.
The solutions generated from this partnership also
provide for simplified line management and control:
from any place, the operator can monitor and control functions on different machines. This is a substantial benefit, combined with the reduction of time
and costs for after-sales integration, also ensuring
greater flexibility.

NEW PRODUCTS
As mentioned, there are several news also for products, not just for strategy.
Biesse has officially introduced “Techno Kernel”,
an inline boring machine that represents a development of the “Techno” series and belongs to the
“top range” of modern machinery. Ideal for furniture makers and subcontractors working with
small batches, “Techno Kernel” offers accurate processing and high performance.
The new powerful 3D graphical user interface, together with an innovative systems for quick boring
aggregate replacement, allows to minimize machine
setup times. The new numerical control by Beckhoff and the software management allow to integrate
even complex lines into the production processes.

BiesseEdge has launched
“Roxyl”, an innovative
single-side edgebanding machine
that allows maximum customization. Equipped with
an automatic loading device for two
edge coils, it can
perform complete
cycles with all edge types, always with top flexibility.
In the edgebanding sector the company also offers a new solution for “batch one” panel squaring
and edgebanding, i.e. for the processing of individual panels with different dimensions in sequence. The squaring module “Mds” for “Stream
B1” meets high-flexibility demands and allows to
cut to size and square panels with a limited investment. One single operator can manage the
whole cell producing a high number of squared and
edged pieces, processed in a flexible way.
News from BiesseArtech is “Printex”, an automatic
numerical control boring machine with panel
through-feed, designed for small and medium companies. Among several solutions, “Printex” features
an innovative panel-feeding system based on
parallel belts, which pull the panel seamlessly. The
boring operations are executed from the bottom,
to avoid the accumulation of dust, while a personal
computer with simple and intuitive interface allows
to improve the machine control.

The inline
boring machine
“Techno Kernel”.

or special window with maximum accuracy. Integrated software management provides for easy and
intuitive automatic workpiece loading and unloading, offering unattended working cycles up to
half an hour.
And finally, a quick mention about Selco, which has
expanded the range of panel saws with model
“Wntr 730 with Twin Pusher”, designed for companies that need productivity, flexibility, processing quality and reliability. The key features of this
panel saw are solidity and sturdiness, speed and
blade lifting by brushless motors. It is also provided with a side aligning unit integrated in the blade
carriage and a new concept of fluted pressure bar.
These applications are aimed at ensuring the best
processing quality and highest cutting speed,
without forgetting the health of the working environment and the overall efficiency and productivity of the process. ■

Striving for leadership also in the window industry,
Biesse has launched “Rover B Wms”, a solution
that expands the “Winline” range. The new entrylevel working cell can process any type of standard
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GIBEN: XYLEXPO 2010,
“SHOWCASE OF TECHNOLOGY”
An event that brought great
satisfaction: that’s the key
concept of the statement
by Piergiorgio Benuzzi,
managing director of Giben
International, who talked about
feelings and news at FieraMilano-Rho with the industry press.
Two pictures
showing Giben’s
commitment
to edgebanding.

“We had a strong message to launch to the market
and Xylexpo was up to our expectations”. These were
the first words by Piergiorgio Benuzzi, managing director of Giben International, commenting on their
participation in Xylexpo 2010, at FieraMilano-Rho from
4 to 8 May. “Despite the fragmentation of exhibitions
supported by some Italian companies, to the benefit of German competitors, we can say that the decision to remain in Milan was successful, because
this has proved to be the real “showcase” of woodworking machinery technology”, he added.

A few snapshots
of Giben
at Xylexpo 2010”.

“Apart from the number of visitors, which was significant anyway, we have to say that the industry is
still affected by unstable economic conditions. But
I don’t like to talk about crisis – continued Benuzzi
– because what we are going through is a sort of
“change” and that’s why Giben is also changing;
we have decided to extend our range of products
from panel saws to edgebanders and nc working
centers, as well as with software services to meet
customer requirements, so that our importers can
have one reference partner to interact with”.
An important decision that we announced in recent
Xylon International issues and that was under the spotlights in Milan, so that, – Benuzzi said – “…everyone
could touch what we offer, the most tangible expressions of our industrial plan for the future”.
On an area of one thousand square meters approximately, Giben presented the innovations of its
four divisions (“Sizing, Cnc, Edge, Special Projects”), eleven machines in operation, from digital
printing presses to decorate finished furniture to
brand new nesting machines, from nc working centers for solid wood and panels to a range of highend edgebanders, and three new panel saws with
pressing bar of the “Industrial line” and “Professional line” series.

“They say that our stand was one of the most crowded”, said Benuzzi. “Actually, we have met more visitors than in the previous edition: despite the unfavorable economic period and the absence of
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NEWS FOR
MOTION CONTROL
Panel saw model “Zero”.

some companies, there was much interest for our innovations, as evidence that the market is looking for new solutions, for serious proposal affordable to everyone”.
High-tech solutions, very sturdy and fast in machining: “While
some competitors are reducing the thickness of their steel parts,
our edgebanding lines and working centers are oversized, up
to 40 percent heavier. They are also faster and offer excellent
machining quality. In the edgebanding business, we have been
working for years in our Brazilian site with high-quality partners, an experience we duplicated in Italy with a long-term joint
venture with a Korean partner who is already producing almost three thousand edgebanders per year. These are all highperformance high-quality products that, before we deliver them
to customers, are customized and tested in Italy and in Brazil”.
In the segment of working centers, as written in recent issues,
there is a close collaboration agreement with Anderson
Group, listed on the Taipei Stock Exchange with a consolidated turnover above 600 million Us dollars, certified according to Iso 9001 “…and for several years now the world’s
biggest manufacturer of working centers”, Benuzzi stated,
“with activities in many industries, from light alloys for aerospace to printed circuits and composite materials, and of
course solid wood and panels”.

The current developments of Atos digital technology
(www.atos.com) are aimed at integrating the functions of
axis control in proportional electrohydraulics, both as integrated solutions for valves and for panel mounting.
The new digital proportionals can be easily configured
to manage position, speed or force in closed-loop for any
electrohydraulic axis driven by a digital proportional
valve. The new proportionals improve axis dynamic performance, simplifying automation structure. They can be
interfaced with field-buses of the main control unit; they can
be easily programmed through PC, using the genuine Atos
software, a very appreciated solution thanks to the intuitive
graphic interface.
“S*” versions available for digital proportional valves (see
picture) offer a smart combination of alternated controls of
pressure/flow for any electrohydraulic axis. This simple solution implements a pressure control in closed-loop of basic functions of proportional directional valves or cartridges.
“Ri-Tez” axis controllers integrated in directional proportional
valves with 4 I/O and position transducer operate for driver main functions as well as for closed-loop position control of the linear or rotating actuator connected to the proportional valve. Eurocard axis controllers “Z-Me_Kz”,
specifically designed for electrohydraulics, offer a higher
number of electronic interfaces and functionalities obtaining more flexible and versatile axis control units. Then Atos
offers also “Z-Bm-Hz” Axis controllers which are powerful
and provide high performance for modular mounting on DIN
rails. Basic functions are similar to the previous controllers
but it is possible to control up to two hydraulic axis with independent or synchronized motion thanks to their high computational capability. ■

This is obviously complemented by Giben’s technological edge
in panel saws and large sawing centers, recently expanded
with a new family of entru-level panel saws with highly innovative
features. At Xylexpo, Giben also presented the new “Leanflex”,
an integrated suite of software packages for production
process control, from design to furniture, from optimization to
sawing, from edgebanding to drilling-contouring. ■
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METAL WORLD ANSWERS
WITH INNOVATION…
In a stagnating economy,
there are many roads that
companies can take. One is
probably easier to fancy, but
more difficult to follow: it’s capacity, continuous commitment to investing in research
and product innovation, despite the “laziness” of markets.

“We must have strength and
ideas to spur the market, to
search for new opportunities,
to find new areas where we
can apply our knowledge”,
said Franco Paviotti, coowner of Metal World based
in Pavia di Udine, introducing
the latest news exhibited at
Xylexpo.
Among these, the most innovative was definitely the
“Laser setting” system, a
laser-based unit that simplifies and speeds up the setup of a machine. It’s as plain
as the nose on your face: a
laser source is mounted on
the track conveyor of a

Franco Paviotti.

squaring machine and the
red light beam detects the
actual tool position very accurately.
“Users need to align tools to
achieve a finished products
with tolerance values below
one hundredth of a millimeter, which normally takes
very long presetting time”,
Paviotti explains. “Take parquet production, for instance,
a process where the workpiece must be machined by
at least twenty groups on four
sides. Well, for the perfect
setting of all shafts and tools
that define the different profiles, you need two engineers for a couple of days
and at least half a cubic
meter of material for startup”.
With “Laser setting”, you just
have to place the tool on the
track, move it before the different shafts, and check their
actual position: perfect results guaranteed in few minutes.
And there is an additional
benefit: this is not pre-setting,
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but setting inside, which
means that the measurements are executed on the
machine, with running shafts,
and therefore the detection is
real, it takes into account
possible (almost inevitable)
vibration and oscillation of
machine and shafts, as well
as any problem caused by
tool wear.
So far, “Laser setting” has
been developed to set squaring machines for the production of floorings, but it is
also being tested in the production of window components.
And Metal World is thinking
about many more applications, up to complete tool
management and maintenance, with huge benefits –
they told us from Pavia di
Udine – in terms of production process continuity and
constant final quality of
processed products.
“Laser setting” is already
conceived to interact direct-

ly with numerical control machines, providing the necessary information for automatic shaft positioning via radio in real time, with hundredth-level accuracy for
tools and much shorter setting times.

“I think we can talk about a
new age for the tools system”, Franco Paviotti concluded. “We have carried
on this project with strong determination, acquiring knowledge and experience in research areas that are not
common for tools manufacturers. But I have always believed a company that makes
a product like ours has a special mission, i.e. be very
close to real customer needs,
working in such a way that a
given machine or line exactly delivers the result expected by the user. We cannot be just those who complete a machine with additional elements that mill, cut
and remove material”. (l.r.) ■

focus on russia

RUSSIA IS STILL A GOOD MARKET
FOR “MADE IN ITALY” TECHNOLOGY
Dario Corbetta,
marketing manager Acimall,
helps us understand
the meaning of the
Russian market for
Italian woodworking
technology today.

focus on russia

In the past few years, the Russian market has
been one of our major export destinations; in 2008
it became the third export market for the Italian industry, after France and Germany, with a value
around 100 million euros.
So you can easily understand why, even in a very
critical year like 2009, the Italian industry decided
to keep faith to this market, both each company individually and the whole “system”, attending
Woodex in Moscow last December with a big collective stand.
And even more now that Russia, like other regions,
is getting out of the economic crisis, our industry
still believes in this country and will try to expand
its foothold. Ice, the Italian foreign trade institute, is
organizing a collective Italian stand at Lesdrevmash, which will have the same size as in
2008, so pre-crisis levels.
Expectations are good, the distribution network has
resisted, stocks have run out and new orders are
starting to come in. Also big orders seem to be
picking up again, although there are still cash flow
and credit access problems for smaller companies.
In addition to this, there is a highly positive factor,
namely the organization of Woodex and Lesdrevmash at alternate years. Just think that, as
Woodex was held annually, in the past decade
companies had to come to Moscow two times in
3-4 months, in September for Lesdrevmash and in
December for Woodex. This was really unsustainable even when the market was expanding strong.
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The Eumabois policy, which is fully shared by Acimall, is to sponsor one national exhibition every
two years in each market.
The only exceptions are those markets that, for
their size and dynamics, need more frequent
events, or the direct coverage of different geographical areas. This is the case of all “Bric” countries, i.e. Brazil, Russia, India and China.
Of course, we appreciate the great job Eumabois
has done, its activity may be little known, but is intensive and very useful.

THE RUSSIAN MARKET
Last year the trend of the Russian market was
clearly negative, not only for Italy, but for all international woodworking machinery suppliers.
In detail, our export suffered from 65 percent
shrinkage in 2009 compared to the previous year.
We still don’t have significant figures for the current year, but we think there was a significant upturn.
It is obvious that the crisis was serious and it will
take time before we go back to 2007 or 2008 levels, not only in Russia, but all around the world.
What we said for the Russian market basically applies to all markets in general. Some regions have
literally disappeared, swallowed by the crisis, I
mean the United States and Spain, at least as far
as Italian export is concerned. We are standing in
front of deep change in the market structure. User
industries, from furniture makers to sawmills, after
the frozen situations of the past two years, have reorganized their operations to face the new market
conditions. Technological needs have changed,
more flexible machines are required, which can
adapt to more and more diversified demand. We
are confident that the most visionary machinery
manufacturers will seize this opportunity, proposing, after accurate analysis, new technology solutions, or at least the most suitable solutions for the
needs of their users.
As a result, there will be an expansion phase, although we cannot predict specific growth rates at
the moment. I repeat that, starting over from a market that has shrunk to 60percent of pre-crisis dimensions, we will recover, if ever, only in the
medium term.

ITALY IN RUSSIA AND UKRAINE
At the 2010 edition of Woodprocessing industry (www.theprimus.com) – schedule
from 21 to 24 September at the International
Exhibition Center in Kiev (Ukraine) – Acimall
is coordinating the participation of a group of
Italian companies:
• Uniteam
• Veba Meccanica/Viscat Fulgor
• Instalmec
• Comac Macchine
• Essetre
• Smc
• Sistemi Klein
A bigger group organized by Acimall in collaboration with the Italian Foreign Trade Institute is going to take part in Lesdrevmash, to
be held in Moscow next 27 September to 1
October 2010.
Mario Zaffaroni & Figli, Brevetti Motta, Ormamacchine, Coral, Techwood Group, Imal,
Costa Levigatrici, Pal, Incomac, Schiavon Srl,
Koimpex, Makor, Dry Master, Freud, Balestrini Renzo, Pade, Miller, Baschild, Pagnoni
Impianti, Scm Group, Mvm, Termolegno, Artiglio, Uniteam, Angelo Cremona, Macmazza,
Cefla, Imas Aeromeccanica, Storti, Andreoni
Luigi.
Other events in these markets include Tekhnodrev North West (www.restec.ru/tekhnodrev)
in St. Petersrburg, from 5 to 8 October, and
Tekhnodrev Siberia (www.restec.ru) in Krasnoyarsk from 9 to 12 November 2010.

Note: lists are updated at 30 June 2010, so
they are liable to changes.

by Dario Corbetta ■
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ALIPRANDI

TERMOLEGNO

HIGH PERFORMANCE TOOLS

HIGH QUALITY “MADE IN ITALY”

The firm Aliprandi (www.aliprandi.it) works for 30 years
as manufacturer of wood working tools either in solid carbide or carbide tipped. The firm has two main aims, either in commercial or production fields as follows: high
performance tools, efficient service to customers.
The offered service and the performance go together to
the commitment to search high quality materials and more
advanced solutions with technological machinery, in order to assure good products able to solve and satisfy every
working needs.
The standard range of products, results of many year experience in search and production, includes: straight router
bits, drills and boring bits, diamond routers and drills, solid carbide spiral milling cutters, bits with reversible
knives, chucks and collets, profiling and trimming bits, Tct
knives. The Aliprandi production includes also special
tools, on the base of particular requests of each customer.
Besides wood field, in the last years the Aliprandi turns
its production also to the tools for plastic and aluminium
materials, because of the combining between this field
with the wood: for this use, the company produces standard and special tools with particular geometries for the
best finishing on plastic and aluminium.
Thanks to the engagement and the devotion shown during its activity, Aliprandi obtained the trust of its customers
on national and international scale and is able to meet all
woodworking requirements for every activity. ■
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Termolegno (www.termolegno.com) has been capable
to develop in more than 15 years of work an high quality and dependability product range: wood dryers, pre-dryers, mini-dryers, vapor-dryers and drying and heat treatment systems. The company located in San Giorgio Della Richinvelda (Pordenone), fully engages itself in concluding every single processing phases within the head
office. Termolegno team of experts directly controls
planning, production, assembling, assistance and customer care of its drying systems. Every product is supplied with technological equipments that allow an easier monitoring in top share of the drying cycles. Technological accessories give to the customer a complete visual of the cycles, they deal with innovative software completely developed by Termolegno that allows many functions such as energy and power consumption control. In
the “Eco” Age it is important to think on energy saving combined with the use of Itc innovations.
Since its birth Termolegno has increased a thick distribution
network in the area of central and eastern Europe, so much
so the product quality is attested by the Gost Certification. Specialized know-how and familiarity with specificity
of Eastern Europe market assure that the customer will
receive the best support from Termolegno consultants. A
long term cooperation with Russia and other eastern European states guarantee quickness, safety and convenience. ■

MORBIDELLI

INSTALMEC

QUALITY AND HIGH SPEEDS

THE LAST NOVELTIES

Quality and productivity for the furniture industry. These are
the principles behind the launch of the 5-axis “Universal
X5 Hde” machining centre, designed by Morbidelli
(www.scmgroup.com) for all boring, blade cutting and routing operations. Designed with a gantry type structure to provide greater stiffness, both static and dynamic, it ensures
high levels of finishing quality and high machining speeds.
The “Universal X5 Hde”, as well as the 11kW 5-axis machining head with liquid cooling, can also count on a boring head with 38 independent vertical bits, 12 horizontal and an integrated blade unit with automatic 0-90 degrees movement.
Greater productivity and flexibility are guaranteed both
by the new TV bars worktable with automatic positioning, and by the second 8.5 kW auxiliary electrospindle which is fitted with a rapid 6 tool magazine. This
allows the machining centre to change tools in masked
time, whilst the machine performs another operation.
The technical features are: a working area 5020 x 1830 millimeters; 350 millimeters panel passage; 42 tool positions;
and a boring head with high capacity production. ■

In 2010 Instalmec (www.instalmec.it)
supplied the Bipan fiber plant (Frati
Group) with four innovative low pressure drop Lpd cyclones, which have
been installed in the last years in place
of the traditional cyclones in many
companies and with great success.The most important advantages
are: reduction of pressure drop (more
than a half if compared to the traditional
cyclones); lower speed of the particles
and the consequent reduction of wear
and maintenance costs; 50 percent
lower kW absorption; lighter steel
frames; reduced installation costs;
The combustion chamber.
and compact design allows for saving
on volume. Instalmec constructed
and installed a 8,5 tons/h sawdust dryer at Eko Fire, a pellet production company located in Miskolc, Hungary. This
dryer is equipped with a 6.8 Mw combustion chamber,
characterized by an exhaust gas recycling system that allows a saving on fuel of about 20 percent. Further advantages are: automatic extraction system of ashes; precision
in temperature control; special design for NOx reduction;
and upright design which allows saving on footprint. Instalmec also introduced a series of innovations that concern
glue blenders, whose range cover any customer requirement. These blenders are characterised by a reduced mixing speed and by an extended chamber, therefore mixing
time increases very much which results in an improvement
of the quality of the material produced by the blender. Further pluses are: reduction of particles fragmentation; reduction of mixing chamber wear; better spreading of glue
by special pneumatic nozzles; and general improvement
in the cleanliness of the blender. ■
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ANDREONI LUIGI

GREDA

QUALITY AND TECHNOLOGY

CUSTOMER-ORIENTED APPROACH
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“Media” machines.

Based in Meda (Milan), Andreoni Luigi (www.andreoni.it) is on the market since 1962 and exports all over
the world. Its success is based on quality, technology, sale
service and assistance to customers.
The company produces a wide range of pantograph carving machines, both manual and automatic, provided with
simple or reversible motors and with mechanical or pneumatic locking of the pieces to work. All Andreoni carving
machines can carve any type of wooden pieces.
The manual carving machines are: “Standard” machines,
available with 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 or 20 spindles and
with a working length up to 1900 mm; “Media” machines,
available with 2, 4, 6 or 8 spindles and with a working
length up to 1300 mm; and “Erredi” machines with 2 and
4 spindles, having a working length up to 800 mm.
“Progress” and “Progress Monoblocco” are computer
controlled carving machines combining the reliability and
speed of computer-automated manufacturing with the ability to duplicate complex movements of manual carvings.
All operations are displayed on a colored screen and programming process can be interrupted any time without
recording the breaks. After data are memorized, the production of the pieces is made automatically. Rotation of
the motor-holder beam is also automatic. Speed of reproduction can be increased in comparison with original
working operation. “Progress” machines can carve rotating, curved and flat pieces and are usually produced with
12, 16 and 20 spindles. Left and right is no longer a problem. Memorizing a right piece, machines can reproduce
automatically its correspondent left piece and viceversa.
“Progress” are controlled by a 5 axis robot. The strong frame
of the machines and of the robot-system give a perfect stability also during rough carving operations, so that it is always possible to start carving from square pieces, without
any previous working operation on other machines. ■
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Based in Mariano Comense, company Greda (www.greda.it) is specialized for more than 29 years in the manufacture of wood-working machinery with a special customer-oriented approach.
The innovation that Greda will be exhibiting at Lesdrewmash in Moscow aims to meet the more and more demanding customers’ needs, which focus in concentrating as many as possible working operations in one ncmachining centre in order to ensure both flexibility and
a high production capacity rate at the same time.
On this purpose, Greda will be showing “Poker”, a 3-axis
machining centre with 5 operating units and twin-table,
suitable to execute not only end-working operations (s.a.
tenons, mortises, end-cutting), but even shaping, routing
and sanding operations on chairs, furniture, beds, sofas
and arm-chairs components.
Greda will be exhibiting also 5-axis machining centres with
fixed bridge structure and mobile working tables special
for bent elements, chairs, furniture, gun-stocks and musical instruments processing. The operating head can feature a single spindle with tool-changer (model “Argo”) or
four independent cross-spindles (model “Sprinter”).
All the Greda nc-machining centres are standard supplied
with a dedicated cad/cam model “Pi-Grecam”. ■

PAOLINO BACCI

SCM

TOOLS CHANGES MINIMIZED

FULLY ELECTRONIC

“Master Win” is a 5-axes cnc machining center with portal structure for windows/doors production with 1 or 2 tables, presented by Paolino Bacci (www.bacci.com).
The 5-axes operating head has a 20HP spindle with fast
tool change and a second optional double exit spindle. The
working table is equipped with a proven system of beams
with manual positioning through pushbutton or cn positioning. The vertical pass-trough distance is superior to the
standards of similar machines and allows to equip longer

tools than the standard. The rigid
structure of the portal guarantees
precision and high finishing.
The execution speed is the maximum for the following reasons.
Double-exit spindle in horizontal
position performs all the typical operations as precision drillings without the needs of angular spindles,
45 degrees cutting of strips, key door locks without the
needs to use aggregates in the tool changer magazine.
The tool length is not limited and all the tools can be double in their length than usual or carry boring bits for vertical and horizontal drillings or with shear angle drillings
(anuba).Thanks to this, the use of drilling unit is reduced
to the minimum or no needed at all.
For the above mentioned reasons the number of tools
changes are minimized and anyhow the time for a single tool changing from chip to chip is 8 sec only.
The dynamics of the machine and the software “Pitagora” contribute to the reduction of all the unproductive times.
The version with two tables also allows the loading/unloading in masked time. ■

For woodworking
and panel processing factories
which pride themselves on the quality of their products, one
of the best machine for them is the “Olimpic K800”, a single-sided edge bander which is completely electronically controlled presented by Scm (www.scmgroup.com).
The base has a rigid, sturdy structure, on which new generation machining units are mounted, including the new
trimming unit with electronic axes, 1- or 2-motor rounding units, an edge scraping unit with automatic changeover
of the radius being machined. Panel linear feed is guaranteed by using a very strong feed chain.
The “Olimpic K800” can edge band panels up to 60 millimeters thick and with 8 millimeters edging thickness,
which can be increased to 12 millimeters.
The “Orion 110” electronic control is included as standard, and options include the “StarTouch” system for controlling all machine functions with only one finger.
The “Olimpic K800” can be integrated in a NetLine cell,
that is to say, it can be used with other machines in a coordinated way thanks to special supervision software. ■
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ROUTECH

GIBEN INTERNATIONAL

NEW MACHINING CENTER FOR WALLS

EXPANDS ITS OFFER

focus on russia

Houses with structures which can be erected quickly and
easily, that are earthquake-resistant, fire-resistant and with
a low energy impact: these are the characteristics
which, in the immediate future, will make them a success
on a huge scale, even in countries with a strong tradition
of brick buildings.
Wood is a natural, recyclable, renewable and green product. Scm Group (www.scmgroup.com) decided to invest
in the development of technologies for machining wooden structural elements for construction.
“Area” is an innovative cnc gantry machining centre, presented by Routech, capable of executing all the necessary machining of wooden walls with large dimensions,
up to 4,5metres wide and 50metres long, on work-pieces
up to 360 millimeters thick.
The heart of the machine is the 28 KW machining head
with 5 interpolating axes, capable of meeting any production requirement.
The tool magazine, with 12 positions, ensures having all
tools always available. The new operator interface and software, developed by the Routech team, guarantees automatically reading and interpreting the files created by
commercial software. ■
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Giben International (www.giben.com), one of the leaders
in the panel saws and cutting centers industry, expands its
offer by adding new product lines, complementary to the
sectioning range cutting range. These new lines come thanks
to the joint venture agreements with major international partners, belonging to edging and cnc sectors, with the aim of
supporting the most comprehensive offer ever, increasing
market competition. Coming in strong from years of edge
banding manufacturing experience at the Brazil plant, today Giben extends its range to the world thanks to a technical/commercial JV agreement signed with one of the most
important global players. This is not just another edge bander on the market. As usual, Giben will present a unique
range for technology, quality, robustness, performance, reliability and affordable prices.The technical/commercial joint
venture agreement between Giben Group and Anderson
makes Giben the new player in the worldwide markets for
all industries and all types of products from the "point-to-point”
to a range of complete nesting line with loading, unloading
and labelling solutions, to the most important routers. With
this JV, the Bologna-based company, is now able to offer
its own cnc line branded as "Giben by Anderson”, with the
guarantees of the highest quality and competitiveness. The
agreement is even more important considering the caliber
of the partner. For many years, Giben’s cutting centers have
been recognized as good and qualified in the panel saws
industry and won several contracts in emerging markets like
China, India and South America. Now, the offer has been
extended further to the handling systems and includes the
star cooler after the press, the automatic storage, the sanding line and the cutting line for single boards or book. Always with the division "Special Projects", Giben supplies
studies for the furniture industry with integrated software solutions, including cutting, edging and cnc, as well as achievements of automatic Cartesian warehouses, before the cutting process along with a range of offloading bridge
stackers specifically designed for angular panel saws. ■

FOCUS

THE ADVENTURE OF BUSINESS
BEGINS WITH TECHNOLOGY
Our voyage amongst the Russian businesses that have chosen
“made in Scm Group” Italian technology continues. Today will be looking
at Dana, a company that, from importing and marketing Spanish furnishings,
has now moved on to production. A change of course which has provided
for numerous benefits, including Italian machinery…
Group” technology
throughout Russia, we
will get to know Dana,
a company that produces bedroom and
living room furnishings
in both classical and
modern styles. It is a
Sergey Sytnikov.
story that begins with
the entrepreneurial
skills of Sergey Sytnikov and his desire to move
on from aeronautical engineering to become an entrepreneur in the field of woodworking and home
furnishings. Such rigorous training has allowed him
to make a significant impression in the organization and management of his company, for which
he handles both the creative aspects, with the design of new collections, as well as the more technological aspects.
A “duality” which has guided his most important
decisions and which ultimately led to the formation of Dana, or rather an extremely well organized
and efficient company where nothing is left to
chance and were quality is perceived in every element of the company’s activities.
Examining the Russian companies involved in the
woodworking and furnishings sector also means,
as previously reported, delving into the more or less
recent history of this incredible land and recognizing how political, social, economic and human
transformation has given rise to various new
businesses which are ready to be transformed and
will welcome opportunities for growth.
On this third stop in our pursuit of “made in Scm
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The let’s start from the beginning, in 1988, the year
in which Sytnikov began importing furniture from
Spain. Furniture of classical design which, as a
wholesaler, he imported and distributed throughout
the Russian territory. But after only a few years he
realize that the economic situation was changing and
profits continued to decrease. What’s more, having
opened a number of retail outlets, the relationships
that he had established with his customers made him
realize that more could be accomplished, and in the
radically changing climate of Russia in the 1990s,
such challenges could not be ignored…
Sergey Sytnikov became a furniture manufacturer.
At the beginning, he “only” assembled elements
manufactured by third parties, but soon purchased
his first machinery for producing furniture casings,
while the panels and doors continued to arrive from
Spain. This situation allowed for engineer Sytnikov
to get a feel for, and better understand, the best route
to be taken…
His company’s relationship with Scm Group began with
the purchase of his first production line, a beginning
which soon transformed into an exclusive relationship
of absolute trust. So much that, today, with 80 employees, 18 thousand square meters of production facilities and nearly 6000 furnishing elements processed
every day, nearly all of Dana’s production machinery
bears the logo of one of the Rimini-based Group’s companies. And everything is manufactured in house!
It is a story that underwent an intense and rapid development, in which state incentives aimed at
favouring national production rather than importation, as well as the readymade sales network which
Sytnikov had already created throughout the Csi territory, doubtlessly played an important role. Dana,
whose reference was the dealer, grew to the point
where, for the last couple of years, it has even been
active in other nearby countries, including Baltic
Countries and Finland in particular, always focusing
on the hard plinth of classical furniture preferred
by customers over 50 years of age.

Engineer Sytnikov satisfied one of our curiosities: is
it difficult to produce furniture in Russia?
“I don’t think it’s much different than in Italy”, he answered, smiling. “the most complicated issue that has
to be dealt with is the dynamics of the pricing and the
absolute instability of the costs for the raw materials.
Let me give you an example: last year the price of particle board quadrupled and we obviously couldn’t just
transfer the additional expense to our dealers. And
that’s not all: a large number of our supplies arrive from
foreign countries, above all the paints, the handles,
the furnishing accessories and the hardware, which
we purchase in Spain…”.
It seems to us that over the last few years the furniture industry has changed significantly in your
country, transforming itself from a sector that has traditionally made significant use of manual labour to
one in which investments in new technologies are
now taking place.
“That’s true, the times have changed. Just think that
only six years ago our Spanish supplier asked to visit our website and was impressed by what he saw, by
what Dana has become today. I think that there are
some people who believe that there are still bears in
Red Square! But seriously, we were able to recognise
the fundamental importance of technological innoSome of the
many achievements
by Dana.
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Gabbiani "Galaxy 140 High Speed" panel saw.
"Runner Mahros" Conveyor.
Morbidelli "Author 430 S" working centre.
Morbidelli Boring line comprised of a boring machine
and a "Zenith" boring-dowel insertion machine.
5. View of the new squaring edge-banding line with
a Stefani "Evolution SVV" in the foreground and
a Morbidelli “Author 925” boring machine.

vation, of structuring a company based on effective
and reliable industrial systems. Machine’s don’t
smoke, don’t eat, don’t take vacations and don’t take
lunch breaks: we have lowered our costs, provided
for constant levels of quality and have increased our
competitiveness. The investments have been significant, no one can deny that. But they have fully paid
off in the medium and long-term”.
Let’s talk about your relationship with Scm Group…
“If we’re talking about individual machines, there’s
a vast selection available on the market. But if one
is looking for a partner for complex industrial projects, the situation changes significantly. When we
looked at the market, Scm Group was immediately included amongst the small number of our possible choices, so much that it has become our preferred technological partner. I must admit that, in the
beginning, it was wasn’t easy to give them an accurate idea of our requirements.
To tell the truth, this was also due to the fact that,
back then, our ideas were not very well defined: we
knew quite well where we wanted to go, with the certainty that for our strategies, in order to do that which
we believed would be best in a nation undergoing
radical change, it would be advisable to choose flexible “universal” solutions, rather than highly specialized ones. We hadn’t yet chosen, for example,
whether to opt for melamine resin or robust edges;
we chose a machine that was capable of applying
both typologies and today we are capable of offering
maximum flexibility. After a few years, when we purchased a second line dedicated to the production
of modern furniture styles, everything was much easier!
Today, we are operating on both fronts, although I
must say that classical is a still our strong point; modern styles currently represent just over 20 percent
of our production, though I’m sure it will easily reach
50 percent shortly…”.
Visiting your factory, it appears evident that the key word
is “optimization”. Not only with regards to the raw ma-
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terials, but also with regards to the work performed by
your collaborators…
“I think that it’s important for each of us to perform various roles. The higher up in the chain of command that
one rises, the more roles one must be capable of performing. I may, in fact, even exaggerate a bit with this
conviction: I am in charge of managing our Computer
Network, technologies and maintenance as well as
designing our new collections… and I even find time
to keep an eye out for new components or suppliers
that will allow me to improve our products even more.
It’s in my nature… I’m convinced that, in order to manage a business in the best possible way, an entrepreneur must have an in depth knowledge of his own
factory, as well as of all the production processes,
down to the most minor details”.
Let’s talk about the two complete production lines that
you purchased from Scm Group.
“They are actually two lines which are perfectly interchangeable, even if – as I said before – one is generally dedicated to classical furniture while the other
is dedicated to modern styles. We installed the first
in 2002 and the second in 2009, the same year in
which we also purchased a new Morbidelli “Author
430 S” working centre that we positioned near the beginning of the second line, which we use to produce
profiled panels.
The cycle begins with the “Galaxy 140 High Speed”
panel saw, which cuts the briar-root finished panels
that we purchase from Spain. The Mahros conveyor units transport the sized pieces along their rollers
to the edge-banding process, which is first performed
on the longer sides and then on the shorter sides. After having passed twice through the Stefani double
edge-banding machine, the panels proceed to the
Morbidelli boring machines and we are ready to move
on to the assembly phase. We use this line to produce
all of the elements, from the drawer facings to the sides
of the wardrobes. The “special” profiled elements are
produced on the previously mentioned “Author”
working centre, as well as on an Scm “Record 130”
working centre, with which we also apply the top
edges.
The second line begins with a Gabbiani “Galaxy 125”
panel saw, which is slightly smaller than that which
we purchased in 2002. The next step is the square
edge-banding where, in contrast to the first line, the
edge-banding takes place on all four sides in a single pass and integrates perfectly with the boring
process, which is entrusted to a powerful Stefani “Evo-

Attention
to detail...

lution SSB”, capable of processing up to 20 panels
per minute, and a Morbidelli “Author 924”. At this point
the panels can be unloaded and moved on to the assembly phase”.
Engineer Sytnikov, with two highly automated lines you
have managed to create a factory capable of producing everything at extremely efficient production
rates, a philosophy which is relatively rare, even in
Italy…
“… because in Italy there’s more collaboration and the
outside contracting industry is more developed. In
Russia, the situation is different and manufacturers
need to be autonomous because they cannot count
on reliable partners: there is no guarantee that certain quantities of elements will be delivered within your
established time frames. Our autonomy is also provided by a 73 m painting line where we have positioned Dmc lapping machines. This line can be used
to obtain various finishes and manual retouching is
employed to enhance the quality of the final product.
A significant portion of our work is still done by hand:
we don’t want to grow in an uncontrolled manner and
we’re not interested in becoming a furniture giant! We
know that our success stems from quality and meticulous attention to detail. Finishing an element by hand,
carefully smoothing an edge or fading a moulding during the painting phase are all activities that make the
difference and have allowed us two win over and maintain a certain share of the market”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

The first article in this “Scm in Russia” special was published on Italianwoodtech
Xylon International in March/April. The second was published in May/June. The fourth
and final chapter will be published in September/October.
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EUMABOIS

CHOOSE THE ORIGINAL,
CHOOSE SUCCESS: SAFETY
In a very complicated economic scenario, the price
factor has a very strong appeal, but when the gap
is clearly too wide, it is no longer just a matter of
competition: you have to think about “what you don’t
see”. The Eumabois campaign is casting a spotlight on those apparently intangible values that are
actually the foundations of quality production.
Seven concepts, seven plusses that distinguish original European technology, values that often cannot
be seen, cannot be easily measured.
Before you choose a production line or even a single bit, a disk blade or a router, you have to analyze it in relation to concepts like quality, hi-tech,
know-how, reliability, safety, efficiency and experience. These are the seven keywords of the Eumabois campaign.

SAFETY

It’s the second year of the communication campaign
promoted by Eumabois – the European federation
grouping the leading national Associations representing the manufacturers of machines and accessories for woodworking – to safeguard original
products. Now more than ever, it is essential to identify the key elements that clearly separate those who
pursue research and innovation, developing solutions that create quality, from those who just “follow” with poor imitations. Eumabois is sending out
a strong message to industry operators: before you
choose a tool, machine, plant or equipment, make
sure that it is the result of an industrial process
based on a correct sequence of stages, of constant
commitment to consistent improvement and knowledge transfer into final products.
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This time we are focusing on safety, on the increasing commitment to produce equipment,
tools, machines and plants that are safe and take
into consideration the health of operators.
We cannot deny that woodworking machinery
has always been mostly dangerous, also because
the workpieces could be handled manually, allowing
hazardous proximity between the operator and the
moving tool, i.e. the hazardous area. This situation
dates far back in time and, to be honest, applies
to most production equipment, although accidents have been particularly frequent in the woodworking industry, as shown in the European statistics
on industrial accidents.
Safety is one of the most critical factors that must
be taken into account when designing any woodworking equipment. For many years now, the laws
of all European countries have introduced strict and
specific obligations and/or have fixed the essential
features and specifications to obtain safety certifications and markings. This action has certainly contributed to a massive and consistent reduction of accidents in furniture factories and joiner workshops.
Another step forward was made in 1995, when all

TECHNOLOGY

these rules and regulations were combined in a European directive, the Machinery directive, which was then updated and
upgraded in 2009 with the introduction of the 2006/42/EC regulation, coupled with a specific set of standards that provide
for clear interpretation and indicate applicable technical solutions to increase the “safety degree” of machinery.
It is worth noticing that this huge “corpus” was created with
a significant contribution by European manufacturers, who
were involved in the final draft with their tangible experience
based on daily work, their skills and the results of research
carried out by companies for many years: now, 35 European
standards regulate the universe of woodworking machinery,
defining and ensuring their compliance with the highest safety levels. Today, safety is no longer a matter of sensitivity of
individual entrepreneurs or companies, but rather a set of actions, rules and procedures to be complied with.
The safety culture has taken giant steps and new laws have
played an important role, not only because they define clear
and precise rules, but because they promote a culture that
puts operators, their health and their working conditions in
the forefront.
Responsible entrepreneurs now have a set of rules that give
full dignity to the behavior they have always adopted for the
sake of workers and their health. And, at the same time, they
can count on tools that prevent those who cannot or will not
abide by the law from spoiling the market.
And figures prove it: woodworking technology has been
recording a strong reduction of accidents. A new, long-awaited age, for which European manufacturers have worked enthusiastically. A success confirmed by the gradual conversion of European standards into Iso standards, through closer and closer collaboration between the standardization institutes of Europe and the United States, China, Japan and
many more non-European countries.
There is still one issue to solve, for which a lot has already
been done: all manufacturers now offer training courses for
the correct operation of complex machines and plants, and
in these courses, safety is always a key topic. If we keep doing all it takes to transfer this expertise, these vital rules for
those who will work on the machines and production lines,
we will soon be able to say that the woodworking industry
is approaching “total safety”.
It’s been a long and tiring way, requiring constant and significant investments, to increase the safety of technology exponentially without compromising on its potential or productivity. As mentioned, this is the result of design, experimentation and research, that are carried on only by those who
create technology, not those who copy. ■

SLIDES FOR ALL NEEDS
Thanks to the experience acquired throughout the years, Promat (www.promat-meccanica.it) – the company based in
Casalecchio di Reno (Bologna) specializing in the design
of machine tools – has developed a range of slides or motion units which are used as feeding axis for spindles, power spindles, boring heads, multispindle units and which are
particularly resistant thanks to their cast iron structure allowing
to reduce vibrations during processing. These slides can be
provided with roller or ball guides, with telescopic protections or bellows; motion is obtained through a ball screw connected to an engine that can be also coaxial.
The mounting position can be horizontal or vertical and, in
that case, Promat can provide also the fixing column with
hydraulic or mechanical table balancing. All slides can be
customized according to customer specifications.
The company also offers boring heads that are used for boring, facing, milling and drilling operations and that can be
mounted in horizontal, vertical or inclined positions. They are
constantly lubricated with long-life special greases and, on
request, they can be supplied with recirculating oil or minimal lubrication and with pressurization in the front area.
For high precision machining operations bearings are integrated in a cartridge with temperature controlled through cooling liquid and, in some cases, the only cartridge can be provided. The clamping system for tools ca be Iso compliant with
or without automatic clamping of cones, Din 55021 American
type, with Abs or Hsk
interfaces and special
types according to
customer specific requirements. The rotation motion can be
conveyed trough
belts or directly trough
power engine.
For simple drilling
Promat proposes
pneumatic units,
while, for more precise and complicated drilling and boring operations the
company provides
cam feeding units
where there is a wide
range of accessories
for clamping or machining solutions. ■
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CONSTRUCTIONS

INNOVATIVE
PILLAR

The bearing structure of the Novello shed, built with Holzbau laminated wood.

Not concrete but wood, the
ideal construction materials
for those who process wood
every day. To build the supporting structure, consisting
of 87 laminated wood pillars,
for the new industrial shed of
Novello, a company based in
Oggiona S. Stefano (Varese),
specializing in the production
of wood-based industrial
packaging and prefab wooden panels for the horizontal
and vertical cladding of
buildings, Holzbau from Brixen, near Bozen, used the
best of their research resources and technological innovation.
Based on a project by Studio
Associato Rabuffetti, planners Vittorio Colombo and
Massimo Groppo, and the
laminated wood structures
designed by the Holzbau
technical staff, the new ecosustainable shed has a covered surface of 16,400
square meters and maximum headroom of 14 meters,
with integrated photovoltaic

systems on the roof. The
supporting structure of laminated wood has a 20x25
meter mesh with 87 pillars,
25 internal trusses consisting
of lattice girders with 25 meter span, 15 edge trusses
consisting of parallel beams
with 12.5 meter span, and
171 parallel beams with 20
meter span. The cover was
made with 813 prefab wood
and cellulose panels (7,600
square meters); 448 to clad
the walls (amounting to 8
thousand square meters).
Seven bridge cranes were installed for production requirements. This shed shows
the possibilities of laminated
wood for the construction of
vertical load-bearing elements as well: the pillars
have five different sections,
from 72x72 to 88x109 centimeters, and heights between 9.5 and 13 meters,
and they were manufactured
by simultaneously gluing 4
beams with 18, 20 and 22
centimeter section in a single
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pressing frame. Each beam
that makes up a laminated
wood pillar was processed
with a nc plant.
The key issue that had to be
faced was that the structure
had to be developed to allow
the installation of bridge
cranes: the 40-ton bridge
crane required an accurate
study of the type of shelf,
while the fact that each pillar
had to support two crane
bridge lanes (40 tons on one
side and 20 tons on the other) required to evaluate different load combinations on
each pillar. For the shelf, a
seat was created in the pillar
to apply a metal profile welded to the shelf to absorb the
vertical load directly by con-

tact on the wood, while eccentric loads are absorbed
by links with through bolts.
Another critical point was to
calculate the pillar ground
anchoring: the level of stress
at the pillar base did not allow to anchor them to the
foundations with metal staffs,
so it was decided to insert
them directly into the foundation plynth. As the water
table rises in case of heavy
rain, the plynth was built using a “white basin” system
and the pillar was waterproofed with a double layer
of epoxy resin combined
with a fiberglass cloth.
The pillars were inserted in
the foundation plynths at a
level twice as deep as the
maximum size of the pillar
section.
The surface of the supporting foot of each pillar was cut
horizontally and installed
without using centering systems, to avoid damaging the
resin protection. After the
pillar had been positioned, a
sealant was poured to fill
the 5 centimeter gap on
each side of the hole. 15 pillars were also provided with
incorporated electrodes to
check wood moisture regularly. Another essential part
was the study of mounting
stages on the building site, to
optimize operations and installation times. ■

A moment during the installation of the supporting structure.

MARKETS

SOUTH KOREA SWITCHES
TO THE BIO FUELS
Over the years, South Korea has changed from a big exporter of plywood
panels to a strongly import-dependent country. However, in 2007 the first
local producers of bio-ethanol and bio-diesel started to emerge, and a national
plan was launched to cultivate fast-growing trees for fuel production.
South Korea occupies the bottom
part of the Korean peninsula, bordering with the Sea of Japan to the south
and east, with the Yellow Sea to the
west, and with North Korea to the
north. With 99,650 square kilometer surface, it is inhabited by close to 50 million people, almost one fifth of these in
the capital city. Together with Japan,
China and India, Korea is one of the
four economies in Asia with the fastest
Gdp growth rates.
It is a high-tech country renowned all
around the world for the production of
Lcd screens, digital TV sets, mobile
phones, with a widespread use of the
Web for leisure and work. It also has
a significant production of steel, cars,
semiconductors and chips, and a
leading position in shipbuilding. It is worth reminding
that, among the world’s top-ten manufacturing companies, seven are Korean with an order share of 45
percent on total orders.
The industrial sector accounts for 40 percent of annual Gdp and 30 percent of employment; the major
industrial areas are Seoul, Taegu, Pusan and Ulsan.
In 2009, per-capita income was approximately 28
thousand US dollars in line with 2008, the worst
year of the global crisis. Compared to neighbors
China and India, Korea is a country with a small domestic market and strongly dependent on the trend
of international economy. The global crisis, especially in the automotive industry, is having a deep
impact on domestic growth and heavy consequences on small companies.
While big national manufacturers are increasingly

outsourcing their production to organizations with
low cost labor in other countries, small companies
suffer from the slowdown of domestic economy, with
serious problems of development and financing.
To solve internal problems, the government has introduced tax facilities for the manufacturing industry
and then supported export through free trade agreements with Chile, Singapore, Usa and Europe. The
old continent is the second biggest trade partner
after China.

FORESTS
The territory of South Korea is 70 percent mountains
and 30 percent plains, mainly along the West coast.
20 percent of the territory is assigned to agriculture,
while 65 percent is covered with mixed hardwood
and softwood forests (6.40 million hectares), with
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SOUTH KOREA FOREST ESTATE

NATIONAL SHARE
PUBLIC SHARE
PRIVATE SHARE

a prevalence of elm, poplar, pine, spruce, bamboo,
laurel and oak.
Softwood forests, with 2.80 million hectares, account
for 43 percent of the total; volume per hectare is estimated at 80 cubic meters and 60 percent of forests
are younger than 40 years, a factor that has
strongly affected the national consumption of
wood, which comes from abroad by 90 percent.
Going into details, the whole forest heritage is divided into three parts: national (24 percent), public (8 percent) and private (68 percent). For over
10 years, there has been a strong decrease of private forests to the benefit of national forests.
Let’s try to understand this division of forests
more accurately. National forests are divided into
permanent and not: the former are usually located
in territories designed for plant conservation, scientific research, forest technology development and
preservation of cultural and historical sites relevant
for the country. The latter can be converted to permanent for purposes of research. It is interesting
to notice that the volume of wood per hectare is
close to one hundred cubic meters, about 20 percent above the national average.
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Public forests are the property of local governments
and public organizations, and they are a small portion with a growth rate of 82 cubic meters per hectare.
Finally, private forests are the largest portion and
belong to individuals, corporations, non-business
organizations, temples and so on. There are 2 million owners, 65 percent of whom with less than one
hectare and only 6 thousand with more than 50
hectares. The average per owner is 2.25 hectares,
with over the half of them not involved in forest management. This explains the low growth rate per
hectare (70 cubic meters) of private forests. To improve this situation, the government has developed
a few plans to support the growth, management and
exploitation of private forests, implementing a forest policy based on economic aids, investment programs and technical consulting.

WOOD INDUSTRY
At the end of the 1950’s, South Korea was among
the leading plywood exporters to Japan and the United States. In 1971, the value of export was already
at 150 million dollars, to reach up to an all-time peak
of 740 million dollars just 8 years later. Japan, China and United States were the main destinations
of Korean export (together they represented 70 percent of the total) and plywood was the best seller.
In the subsequent years, following new regulations
for the exploitation of tropical timber and its industrial processing, the government decided to cut investments in national forest cultivation, pushing the
sector back to pre-1971 values. This situation led
to growing imports of plywood panels, fiberboard
and sawn wood in general to Korea.
While in the 1960’s most import came from Indonesia, New Zealand, Malaysia, China and the
Usa, today the situation is much more diversified,
and this is mainly due to the restrictions on log import from tropical countries that involved several

countries starting from the Eighties. Today, the value of import is approximately 3,000 million dollars.
While the Korean wood industry was initially exportoriented, the change in the 1980’s led to a strong
reduction in the number of plywood manufacturers: from 72 in 1990 to 5 in 2000. The same happened to sawmills, which in the same period fell
to one third (1,500).
To put a remedy to this dramatic situation, the government decided to support the development of
quality products, to increase financial aids and to
ensure a stable growth of raw material.

OUTLOOK
As we have seen, South Korea is mostly covered
with forests younger than 40 years. To be precise,
only 35 percent are below 20 years of age, 40 percent between 21 and 30, and the remaining 25 percent above 31.
These figures show a country strongly dependent
on import which support the domestic market and
industry for the production of plywood and fiberboard. The major exporters to Korea are China (18
percent), New Zealand (15 percent), Malaysia (14
percent), Indonesia (9.5 percent), Russia (8.3
percent) and the United States (7 percent).
Once processed, raw materials are mostly used for
the construction of houses and commercial buildings; this is combined with the purchase of doors
and windows from the United States and the production of floorings for schools.
In this situation deeply affected by wood and panel imports, secondary operations have acquired a
primary role for the industry development. In
South Korea, there are about 2,800 companies, 80
percent specializing in the production of house furniture like kitchens, bedrooms and sofas, which are
mainly exported to China, one of the world’s
fastest growing markets. In 2008, Korea was at num-

ber four in the ranking of woodworking machinery export to China, with a value of 29 million dollars approximately and a 4.40 percent share. Not
bad for a country that, in the 1960’s, had a per-capita income just a bit higher than Mozambique and
where technology was almost inexistent.
A result that only time can consolidate and that Italian companies – with their know-how and technical support – must try to leverage the best they can.
Like Koreans say, Korea is close to China, but it is
a market with totally different characteristics and
needs. If the wood industry and secondary operations seem to be favorite, the future is still uncertain for forests and all related sectors.
Since early 2007, there has been a massive increase
of local producers of bio-ethanol and bio-diesel
from rapeseed, maize, corn and sugar cane, and
a national plan was passed to plant fast-growing
trees in all uncultivated areas, to be used for fuel production. Within 2012, canola plantations (a variant
of rapeseed) should guarantee a regular production of bio-diesel with two billion Euro revenues. While
a reduction of oil consumption will be achieved on
one side, on the other there are still doubts that local biodiversity might be jeopardized by the substitution of local flora with monoculture plants.
As you can guess, some decisions at national level might change – in few years – organizations built
with great efforts at local level, and thus generate
indirect costs with negative effects on the wood
industry and its machinery. This is a process we
will monitor closely and we will analyze again in
a few years.
After all, South Korea can be considered a laboratory for many other countries, where fast-growing plants are being used to look for large-scale solutions to reduce the increasingly complex and expensive dependence on oil.
by Giuliano Carraro ■
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THE CHAIR IN MILAN

At the Furniture
show in Milan, the
Chair district (an industrial
district in the region FriuliVenezia Giulia with 800 small
and large companies concentrated in 100 square kilometers, accounting for 30
percent of global production) was the protagonist of
Promosedia Pavilion, 1,600
square meters designed by
Fabio Di Bartolomei like a big
showroom, promoted by the
Udine Chamber of commerce to highlight the knowhow and strong identity that
make this manufacturing industry really unique. A madein-Italy sector supported by
a network of research and innovation laboratories, analysis and certification institutes, centers for advanced

services,
and several institutional partners for development and globalization
processes.
The beating heart of the exhibition space was Promosedia Square, a large
square offering a daily program of initiatives promoted
by the Udine Chamber of
commerce. Besides offering
a selection of the most innovative products of 19 industry companies, the
square hosted several business meetings planned by
the Internationalization office of the Chamber of commerce, within the context of
an important incoming activity that has involved operators from Canada, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Russia and
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the United Arab Emirates.
The square also presented
other institutes committed to
supporting the industry development – Asdi Sedia
(Agency for district development) and Catas (the
leading Italian R&D institute
and test laboratory for the
wood-furniture industry
based in the district) – providing international operators with the opportunity to
understand the value of the
quality system that drives
the industry production, from
the selection of materials to
each process stage, from
continuous technical experimentation to strict controls
applied to small as well as
big supplies.
Promosedia Square also
showed how the Friuli territory can provide quality not
only in terms of furniture,
but also of culture, tourism,
food and wine. Through the
Cheers&Chairs initiative, the
operators were guided by expert Walter Filipputti on a
gourmet tour that presented
the best food and wine products of Friuli through tasting
sessions, curiosity and indepth analysis.
Among many events, the
awarding ceremony of the
13th edition of Promosedia
International design competition, Caiazza memorial
challenge, this year dedicated to the design of a
wooden chair, an ever current challenge as witnessed

“Simple chair”,
winner of the Promosedia
International design competition
Caiazza Memorial Challenge.

by the huge participation of
international competitors.
The first prize went to
Emanuele Magini for his
model “Simple chair”, while
two special awards were assigned to Korea’s Bo-han
Kim for his “Neat” seat and
Berlin’s Peter Sebastian
Scherer for “X Chair”.
As usual, the Milan show
was a unique occasion to
promote – within a lively international context – the quality of Friuli-made chairs, designed to meet any requirements, available in any style,
always conceived to be functional and long-lasting.
The Promosedia pavilion at
the Furniture show – an initiative promoted by the Udine
Chamber of commerce in
collaboration with Promosedia and AsdiSedia and the
support of the Crup Foundation – was combined with
many leading Friuli-based
companies that exhibited in
FieraMilano-Rho, witnessing
to the dynamics and rich offer of an industrial system
that, once more, found wide
recognition at the furniture
show, especially in the international contract business, where Friuli chairs have
been playing a leading role
for a long time. ■

PANELS

GREENPLY INDUSTRIES:
INDIAN MDF NEW MILL
In India’s Uttar Pradesh State, Greenply Industries prepares to enter the ranks
of world-class mdf producers with a new 180 thousand cubic meters
per year mill. The location is in the North of the country, at Rudrapur,
which located 240 km from New Delhi, India’s capital city.
Mdf is not new to India, and up until now only four
mdf mills of any size have been built, with capacities ranging in size from 150 to 265 cube meters
per day. The Greenply mill now under erection will
clock in at 600 cubic meters per day, or 180 thousand cubic meters per year. Two other new operations are Balaji Action and Teekays, both with expected capacities of 150 cubic meters per day
(each equivalent to 45 thousand cubic meters per
year) for an eventual total of 90 thousand cubic meters per year. Total capacity of the existing above
three mills under construction is 270 thousand cubic meters per year, thus India will soon be able to
join the “One-half million cube meters per year of
mdf Club”. A notable step forward in the nation’s
industrial development.

IN THE PAST
Particleboard and hardboard manufacture in India
both have long histories, dating back to the 1950s.
Mdf followed in 1989, employing European technology
and hardware. Most of these plants were of moderate size when compared to those found in Europe and
North America, ranging between 30 thousand and
90 thousand cube meters per year. India’s largest Pb
mill (a new project by Star Panel) is rated at 240 thousand cube meters per year. Plywood, based on extensive native hardwoods, played a historic – and major – role in the development of this nation’s panel industry. The first plants were put in by British interests
in the North & Ne parts of India, including the historic
Andaman Islands, circa 1925.
Wood product manufacturing went into a tailspin in
the late 1990s after the Government called a halt to
harvesting operations. Approximately 80 mills in the
North East shut, forcing new plants to open near sea-

Above: the
installed thermal oil
pumps next
to the press.
Left: a view
of the concrete
refiner building
with the dryer
structures
in the background.
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ON THE EDGE OF A NEW ERA
This new world-class mdf development described here is on the
threshold of opening up for India a new era of wood-based innovations in furniture, cabinetry, fixtures and, interiors. Indian art
and artifacts have charmed and inspired admirers for millennia.
They will soon have a strategic opportunity of large proportion
as a base for further development, both inspiring and utilitarian
in applications.
The properties of mdf, its earth-like natural color and uniformity
of texture plus dimensional strength, coupled with ease of forming and finishing, will all be highly sought after by designers, artisans, architects and, the ultimate buyers, users and specifiers.
“Made of Indian mdf” could well become a new symbol to excite and inspire those who appreciate value, quality and attractive appearance and functionality in their surroundings.

ports where timber could be imported (note:there
is no officially reported total figure for the overall output per year of all types of Indian panels).

ABOUT GREENPLY’S MDF MILL
The millsite is at Rudrapur, a city 240 kilometers east
of New Delhi in India’s North. The technology and
virtually all of the hardware are being sourced from
European suppliers. Logs will be broken down in
a drop-fed drum chipper supplied by Bruks, and
chips (with bark still on) will be reclaimed by Euc
ladder-type units to be supplied by a prominent material handling supplier,
Trasmec of Italy. The refiner from Metso is an “Evo
54/56”. Drying in two stages
in an Smt (Sunds mdf Technologies) fluegas-heated
dryer, which will feed fiber
into a Z-sifter.
Dieffenbacher of Eppingen, Germany, is building
the forming line, which is to
be followed by a 28-meterslong continuous press. This
unit, incidentally, will be India’s first such installation of
its type. The outfeed line is
being supplied by the new
Energy plant.
Smt technology combines
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and will lead to a Lukki installation for the intermediate and during time storage.
An 8-head sander, being supplied by Steinemann
of Switzerland, is of latest configuration with a design speed of 100-120 meters per minute, less than
the standard velocity, inasmuch as the 5x5 meters
panels will be shorter than the longer panels
needed to justify higher sanding speeds due to single panel feeding cycle time.
Surfacing is to be assigned to a Giben sanding line
from Italy, followed by a book saw, also of Giben
manufacture.
On the heat plant side, a Thermax moving-grate
(coal, agro-waste and wood-fired) is equipped with
an Esp. The dryer will be flue-gas-fired. The energy plant employs technology from the previous Metso energy plant technical team, now a part of Siempelkamp. Thermax, a prominent Indian supplier and
market leader of energy systems, has developed
the energy plant based on their expert is in the field
with assistance and guidance from Dieffenbacher’s technical team.
Other key suppliers include Scheuch for the main
pneumatics, Trasmac and Pal for material handling
and conveying and Siemens for the “S77” plc and
“Wonderware Intouch Hmi”.
Consultant for the project is Dave Allen of Auckland, New Zealand, who has a number of mdf mills
throughout Asia, Latin America, Australia and NZ
in his portfolio. Asked to comment on this landmark

Plant

Capacty m3/day

Shirdi Industries
Nuchem Ltd
Mangalam Timber
Bajaj Hindustan
Total

Capacty m3/year

150
200
200
570

45,000
60,000
60,000
160,000*

1,120

325,000

*this is split between 2 mills of equal capacities.
The table represents the four existing plants in India.
(Data is made available via the kind cooperation of Shobhan Mittal of Greenply).

The continuous press.

high-tech Indian mdf mill, he called it “… A verymodern technology-and-concept plant. It is being
implemented to turn out 200 thousand cubic meters per year. This translates to 605 cubic meters
per day on a 330 cubic meters per day on a basis of 16mm panels”.
Equipment from Germany supplier factories already
began being delivered in March of this year, aiming for a startup target date of December, 2009.
In his speech at the 2009 Seattle Symposium,
Greenply executive director Shobhan Mittal referred to an Indian market share estimate of 20 prcent for composite wood panels mdf and Pb. There
is a high degree of panel value-added treatment
by hpl, decorative veneers and pvc foils and other techniques.
This provides the base panel suppliers with a very
broad range of application areas, as found through-

Dryer stage.

out the “mdf world” elsewhere but includes certain
products popular with Indian consumers. These include decorative gifts and toys, Indian handicraft
items, sports goods, scientific instruments, hifi,
slates, shoe heels and scales.
Shobhan Mittal forecasts greater efforts by his industry
colleagues in promoting modern panels. He foresees
consumers changing their tastes, resulting in a
boost in consumption. With plywood at a standstill in
India, engineered wood panels of mdf will expand their
horizons. To top it all off, he points to the Indian economy’s robust growth, bringing with it an overall
surge in demand for panels…. “Bravo mdf!”.
by Ward Williams ■
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Click to enter
the wood industry

xylon.it

CONTACTS

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ANGELO CREMONA spa

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses
and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it - info@primultini.it
Machinery and equipment for
sawmills, vertical log band saws,
chipping canter, resaws, edgers
and saw servicing equipment.

PEZZOLATO spa
Via Provinciale Revello, 89
I-12030 Envie (CN)
phone +39 0175 277261
fax +39 0175 277265
www.bongioanni.com
info@bongioanni.com
Vertical and horizontal log band
saws. Log carriages with variable axis.
Canter. Integrated working units
with circular blade. Vertical and
horizontal Band Resaw Systems.
Multi-rip saws and edgers. Log
profiling units. Complete sawmill
systems for mass production.

STORTI spa
Via F. Dioli, 11
I-26045 Motta Baluffi (CR)
phone +39 0375 968311
fax +39 0375 968310
www.storti.it - info@storti.it
Sawmill machines and lines:
canter groups, prismatic machines,
edgers, cross cutting machines,
multi rip saws, mechanizations,
slabs recovering lines
and logs sorting lines.
Nailing machines and lines: nailing
machines and auxiliary machines
(milling machines, branders, etc.).
Packs treatment machines and lines:
boards stackers and packed wood
registering-sectioning machines.

The easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...
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Secondary processing
BIESSE spa

A.C.M. srl
Via A. Einstein, 7 I-42017 Novellara (RE)
phone +39 0522 661284
fax +39 0522 653433
www.acmitaly.com
acm@acmitaly.com
Band-saws diam. 400-940mm.
Power band re-saws diam.
740-940mm. Oscillating edge sanders.
Band saw blade guides.

AGAZZANI srl
Via M. Minghetti, 13
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 6222511
fax +39 059 641666
www.agazzani.it - info@agazzani.it
Complete range of band saws from
Mod. 400 to Mod. 1050 combined
with a number of optionals. Range
of band resawing machines Mod.
800-900-950 equippable with feeding
device. Range of quick and sturdy
single-blade Cut-off saws
with blade diam. 350-500-600.

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and
automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres,
routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material
handling equipment and packaging.

C.M. MACCHINE srl
Via Campazzi, 24 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 381525
fax +39 0445 384520
www.cmmacchine.com
info@cmmacchine.com
Planers: with working width from
300 mm to 2100 mm and working
speed up to 120 mt/minute
for hydro models.
Impregnating lines: to impregnate
wood beams, matchboards, wood
houses elements with dimensions up
to 600 x 450 mm. Finger-jointing
lines: Automatic and semi automatic
lines for the production of laminated
beams, bi-lam and kvh. Parquetry
lines: For the production of solid
wood parquet.
Brushing machines: 1 side and 3
sides and up to 4 brushes.

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cross cutting-Top speed
optimization-Automation
Cursal is the specialized Italian
company that produces the most
complete series of: crosscut saws
for wood and assimilated;
loading-unloading automations;
turnkey solutions and customised
cutting configurations for small,
medium, large sections; integration
into processing cycles from the large
sawmill production to semi-finished;
specific accessories and modular
components: Nc with software
interfaces, optical scanners for
automatic detection of
lengths-widths-defects, moisture
meters, printers etc.; personalized
advice for advanced systems;
complete and, on time, domestic
and foreign mechanic/electronic
support.

ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience
in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding
machines for both small and medium
companies and for industrial
productions.
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Auxiliary machines
and equipments

SCM GROUP spa
ESSETRE spa
Via del Lavoro, 10 I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com
Nc working centers for processing
tables, furniture, furniture doors,
chairs, windows and doors, stairs,
roofs and beams. Automatic working
lines for processing kitchen tops.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery:
the widest range of products.

VISCAT FULGOR srl

VEBA MECCANICA srl
GREDA snc
di Daschini N. & C.
Via S. Agata, 3
I-22066 Mariano C.se (CO)
phone +39 031 750966
fax +39 031 750967
www.greda.it - info@greda.it
Nc-machining centers for processing
of chairs, tables, furniture, windows,
doors and beams. Round-end tenoners,
mortisers, double sided-shapers,
end-cutting, boring, shaping and
glue/dowel inserting machines.

Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined
surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,
combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines,
band-saws.

Viale Santuario, 42
I- 26012 Castelleone (CR)
P.O. Box 52 Castelleone
phone +39 0374 58217
fax +39 0374 57942
www.viscatfulgor.com
info@viscatfulgor.com
Viscat Fulgor, for over 50 years a
leader in the production of flash
butt welding machines, welding
machines for large band saw blades,
sharpening and file sharpening
machines, setting machines, brazing
machines, high-frequency generators
for induction braze-welding and
dust suction units.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels,
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Multi-blade panel saws;
v-grooving machines (folding system);
longitudinal precision
milling machines.
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Tools and auxiliaries
OMAS spa
FINK srl - Woodworking tools

ALIPRANDI snc
di Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio,
Paola & C.
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20050 Sovico (MI)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
knives, cutters in Hw welded circular
saw blades, boring bits, solid carbide
routers and tools for cnc machines.

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized
in the production of wood working
tools in solid carbide and
carbide-tipped, both standard
and special production.

di Crescentini Michele & C.
Via Montanelli, 71 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
info@cputensili.it - Skype: cputensili
CP Utensili a company with 40 years
of experience in processing
woodworking tools,
is the ideal partner for
tooling solution on demand.
The German Quality Norm
BG-Prüfzert for the high production
standard and an export quote
of 70% confirms the international
prestige of the company.
Flexibility and fast delivery
was always the way to success.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Woodworking Tools. Programmed
Tooling Systems for Windows and
Doors. Cutter Heads.
Multi-profile Sets. Circular Saw Blades.
Bits. Planing Knives.

UTENSILTECNICA srl

FUL - FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
C.P. UTENSILI snc

Via B. Cellini, 45 I-60019 Senigallia (AN)
phone +39 071 7920718
fax +39 071 7920713
www.omastools.com
info@omastools.com

Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it - fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools
for the woodworking, plastic and
aluminium for more than 30 years.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic
material working. Tools for automatic
boring machines and router bits for
cnc router machines. M.Conti
measuring devices for the
woodworking industry.
Special devices for door
and windows manufacturers.

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.
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Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Production of specials mechanical
fixing and diamond tools
for wood working cnc machinery.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading
Italian manufacture of tools for
the Woodworking industry.
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips
as well as reversible profiling
cutters for cnc automatic
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

Surface finishing
TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it

GIARDINA FINISHING srl

2R IMPIANTI srl Unipersonale
Via Enrico Fermi, 4
I-33082 Azzano Decimo (PN)
phone +39 0434 631358
fax +39 0434 642121
www.2Rimpianti.com
info@2Rimpianti.com
Coating systems for wood and metal.
Systems for aviation single
and twin rail.
Booths and dry water. Carousel
painting. Sprinklers. UV ovens.
Conveyors.
Machinery for gluing of components.
Anthropomorphic robot. Building
customized machines.

Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with
application by spray, by roller coaters
and curtain coaters and drying
by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows.
Spray booths.

VD srl
Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it
Wood and plastic finishing system.
Roller coater machines, curtain coaters,
spray robot with single and double
head, hot air - Uv - vertical ovens.

MAURI MACCHINE srl
CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture.

Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com
Finishing machines and lines
for mouldings. Finishing machines
and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines
for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and
printing on coils.
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Dust extraction
systems and filtration

Handling
and commissioning

CASSIOLI srl
O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.omaimpianti.com
info@omaimpianti.com
Components and suction plants
for dusts, smokes, fumes. Air
cleaning. Dry and water painting
booths. Pressurized painting plants.
Cleaners with activated charcoal
for solvents. Suction benches and
booths for the sanding powders.
Separator cyclones. Electric fans.
Inverters for the saving of energy.
Filtering groups and handled
sub-stations with mechanical
and automatic cleaning in
counter-current with compressed
air. Storage silos. Sparks bearing
system and automatic extinguishing.
Mills and refiners for wood.
Briquetts presses. Dryers. Pellets
presses. Complete plants for pellets
production. Boilers and warm air
generators for solid fuels.
Industrial insonorizations.

Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture
assembling, the automatic storage
and the handling.
Automatic warehouses,
lazer guided vehiculs (lgv),
robotized islands, conveyors,
sorter systems, assembling lines,
tilting units, management softwares.
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Delivery
of complete plants

PRIBO srl
Via Nazionale, 12 I-38080 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it - info@pribo.it
Design, production, installation,
training, technical service for sawmill
machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber
handling, debarkers for hard-wood
and soft-wood. Technology for
sawmill. Sorting plants up to 50
boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs
and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for
round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading,
impregnation machines.
Machines for the production
of shavings for animal litters.
Grinders for pallets and wood cases.
Assembly tables for carpenters.

Timber dryers

TERMOLEGNO srl
Via del Sile, 4 - Località Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
termolegno@legalmail.it
Termolegno: the value of drying
Dryers from 10m3 up to 250 m3,
pre-dryers, mini-dryers, tunnel-type
systems, turnkey drying plants,
dryers for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates,
control systems, steaming kiln,
electronic moisture tester.

Wood

Lacquers

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production
of 3-layer wood elements for
window and door building.
We have been gaining a lot of
experience during these years and
we can now offer them in several
wood species, such as: Okoumé,
Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak, Tulipier
and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings,
fire-retardant coatings
and pigmented coatings.
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

Various
WDE MASPELL srl
Strada di Sabbione, 65/A I-05100 Terni
phone +39 0744 800672
fax +39 0744 807056
www.wde-maspell.it
wdeinfo@wde-maspell.it
Vacuum driers since 1962.
Production range: vacuum driers
for solid wood (capacity from
5 to 100 m3). Vacuum press driers
for solid wood (capacity from
0,3 to 10 m3).
Vacuum press driers for veneers.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for
industrial dust extraction systems.

SALCHI WOOD COATINGS spa
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.salchi.it - info@salchi.it
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings
and pigmented coatings. Special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.
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